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P U B L ISH E D W E E K L Y

ESTA B L ISH E D 1875
ACCEPT AND
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DEPEND THE

1.50 IN ADVANCE

TRUTH WHEREVER FOUND

V O LU M E F IF T Y -E IG H T .

C O L L E G E V I L L E , P A ., T H U R S D A Y , J A N U A R Y 12, 1933.

W H O LE N U M BER 2 9 9 7 .

THE »“HOME PAPER” OP THE MIDDLE SECTION OF PROSPEROUS MONTGOMERY COUNTY
NEW UPPER PROVIDENCE
UNDEFEATED C. H. S. HOCKEY
REV. R. M. HOWELL’S AUTO,
For The Independent.
THE DEATH ROLL
CALVIN COOLIDGE
SCHOOL OPENED MONDAY
TEAM WILL BE HONORED
STRUCK HIGHWAY WALKER
Emanuel C. Hertzler, aged 63 years,
Gone from our midst—a man of wondrous
worth!
Upper
Providence Township’s new
The Collegeville High School’s un
died Wednesday evening, January 4,
Michael f Schmook, sixty-five, of
A Wave of sorrow spread o’er all j the

NEWS FROM TRAPPE
RAMBLING AT RANDOM

COUNTY AND STATE ITEMS

The ninety-seventh annual ; meeting
Billy Marshall, two-year-old Bridge
of the Mingo Express Horse Company port child, is in a critical condition in
B T JA Y H O W A R D
was held at Trappe Tavern on Satur the Montgomery Hospital, as a result
at his home on Trooper road, Trooper. West Point, is in the Montgomery defeated hockey team will be guests $30,000 consolidated school building,
day afternoon. The following officers of having fallen into a tub of scalding
The very air did seem to breathe a sigh
situated
near
the
old
Bechtel’s
school
at
a
testimonial
dinner
to
be
given
by
He
suffered
a
stroke
and
collapsed
Hospital, Norristown, as a result of
That our dear Calvin' Coolidge needs mustWith
an
18
months
old
baby
around
were elected for the new year: presi water. The baby’s hips and entire
between
Trappe
and
Royersford,
was
just before sitting down to eat dinner having been run down by a motor car the Collegeville Mothers’ Club and the
die!
opened for classes on Monday morn the house the problem of disposing of dent, Harry S. Shainline; secretary, C. back and legs are burned. The moth
Collegeville
Lions
Club
this
(Wed
last
Monday,
after
he
had
been
out
in
on,
the
Ridge
pike,
on
Skippack
hill,
A modest man—beloved both near and far.
last year’s Christmas cards is very C. Wismer; assistant secretary, Daniel er was doing the- family washing on
nesday) evening a t the Freeland ing, January 9.
bike honest Lincoln—constant as a star; a nearby woods chopping wood all Saturday evening.
easily
solved.
W. Shuler; treasurer, Harvey Buek- Monday. She took a tub of boiling
As President he filled the honored chair
Henry
Reiff,
principal
,
of
the
twomorning. He never regained con
Schmook was walking . along the House.
-And diligently bofe his load of care.
walter. The executive eommittee'was water from a stove and placed' it on
Rev. 'Edwin Faye, well-known Nor room Pennypacker school, has been
sciousness, The deceased was an pike a t about 8 O’clock in the evenipg,
What is this a sign of? Last week chosen as follows: Wallace Hoyer, the floor near a chair op which the
Today we mourn the loss of a great Soul automobile painter and conducted a
when he was struck from the rear by ristown pastor, will be the guest named principal for the new building Edwin “Shamrock” Goodwin brought Melvin N. Allebaeh and H. H. Stearly. baby was sitting. The child either
Who had the power. to reach his cherish
for
the
remainder
of
the
school
year.
speaker of the evening. Miss Evelyn
business a t Trooper for 24 years. Mr.
ed goal
Steadfast and true, amid the stress and. Hertzler is survived .by his wife, Liz a machine driven by Rev. R. M. Bechtel of Schwenksville will enter The following teachers have been as three live grasshoppers to The In Officials of the company reported pro climbed down or fell, dropping into
Howells, of Collegeville. Howells ob
dependent office. He found them in
' -strife *
signed to various grades: Principal, the meadow near Perkiomen Bridge. gress during the past year, with finan the tub with both feet.
zie Hertzler; four children: Aldue K. tained aid, and had the man rvtshed to tain with humorous recitations.
Be tried to make the very most of life.
cial conditions normal. The company
Pennsylvania’s seventeenth annual
Henry
Reiff,
seventh
and
eighth;
The 1932 varsity hockey players
Within th e h o m e a r e h e a r t s t h a t sa d ly Sigh Hertzler, Trooper; Mrs. Esther Hard the hospital. He is suffering from a
About the same time Miss Florence
Reflecting o n th e h a p p y d a y s gone by,
ing, of Bakers Field, California; Harry possible fracture of the right should who will be feted at the banquet are: Lineaus Detwiler, fifth and sixth; Miss Place Of near Eagleville was report found and returned to the owner one Farm Show is taking form in the tenhorse in March 1932. One new mem acre exhibition building a t Harrisburg,
And hope for brighten, days that are to be Hertzler, at home, and James Hertz
In that vast realm of immortality.
er, and a severe laceration of the Captain Cora Landes, Grace Fuhrman, Margaret Hedrick, fourth and fifth; ed as having seen a robin in her yard. ber, Marvin Wisler was proposed and with every available inch of space
Miss
Dora
Zeigler,
second
and
third,
Beth
Rasmussen,
Dorothy
Witmer,
ler, of West Conshohocken. The de scalp.
MRS. HENRX ARMSTRONG.
elected a t this meeting.
being used to accommodate the recordceased served as trustee and chorister
Dorchester. Mass.
Richard Beamish, Secretary of
Schmook is a semi-recluse and is Iva Angell, Mary Billett, Ruth Burns, and Miss Emma B. Shad, first grades.
The regular monthly meeting of the breaking flood of entries, John H. .
I t was planned to open the building State; of Pennsylvania, said a mouth
of the Worcester Mennonite church well-known in the North Penn sec Theresa Keyser, Betty Miller, Pauline
(Methacton), for 26 years, and was tion. Rev. Howells is pastor of the Walters,. Evelyn Ward, Marion. Zedg- last Monday morning and as the di ful in a speech a t Valley Forge the Pennepacker Home-and1School League Light, Show director, reports. The
ABOUT TOWN NOTES
chorister and Bible class teacher of Bethel M. E. Church, Skippack pike. ler, M argaret Shupe, and manager rectors had no means of notifying the other day. He said, “The solution of will be held in the new Upper Provi Show will open Monday morning,
children of the last minute change the the present era of_depression rests on dence consolidated school building on January 16, and close Friday night, .
The stockholders of th e v Cpllege- the Mfhnonite Mission for 14 years. Patrolman C. M. Ross, of the state Ruth Hall.
school bus made the scheduled stops a better distribution of wealth. The Thursday evening, January 12 at 7.30 January 20.
C. H. S. Hockey Record
ville National Bank held their annual Funeral services were held Monday highway patrol, Collegeville, investi
p. m. Esq. Eli F. Wismer of Potts
and
picked up the 80 children on the
afternoon
at
the
Worcester’
Menno
Benjamin Weikel, 96, second oldest
meeting for the election of directors
gated the accident.
For five straight years, in 45 con two trips. Everything worked out as high peaks of great fortunes must be town,-will 'be the guest speaker at this
nite
church.
Interment
was
at
the
ad
on Tuesday. No new directors were
secutive matches, the Collegeville scheduled and the bus was not over leveled to fill in the valleys of poverty occasion. Musical selections will be man in Lansdale, died at the home of
his daughter, Laura Weikel, Lansdale;
elected. The semi-annual dividend joining cemetery. high school hockey teams have been loaded on either trip. The children met they have created.”
given by Mrs. John Pearson and Mrs. last week.
PAUL STOUDT WILL MOVE
was paid to stockholders on Jan. 1.
undefeated.
The unbroken string in the basement of the new building
Mrs. Annie Adams, 70, widow of
We see so many motorists failing Ralph Jones. All patrons and friends
Family •trouble®, dating hack for
PRESSING HEADQUARTERS started with an 18-0 victory over for about an hour and a half for in
Mrs. Walter Newman who had been Harry P. Adams, died Saturday af
to
stop at “Thru Traffic Stop” signs, are invited to be present.
many years were discussed in the
Pottstown
high
in
the
third
game
of
ill with the grippe is, improving. .
Henry
D.
Allebaeh,
president
of
the
Paul
S.
Stoudt,
proprietor
of
the
struction and were then sent to their and pass so many motorists at night
ternoon a t the home of her sister, Mrs.
non-support aetion brought by Alfred
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Harley- and George Henning, in Kulpsville. Death Collegeville Cleaning and Pressing es th e '1928 season. Then followed a homes.
driving with only one headlight,’ that Interstate Milk Producers Association B. Berger, against Nora Sutcliffe, of
string
of
consecutive
victories
ex
daughter Virginia and friend, all of was caused by Brights disease. Fun tablishment, will change his quarters
The pupils who will attend the new we Wonder whether the motor code will display a herd of his Holstein Pine Grove, and others. The action is
Schwenksville, Were the Sunday eral services were held in Kulpsville from the Yost building, to this Odd tending to 31. The consecutive vic schoolwill be from Dismant, Penny- was recently changed?
cattle a t the annual Pennsylvania one brought to have Mrs. Sutcliffe and
guests of Mr. and Mrs. N, Godshall on Wednesday afternoon.
State Farm Product Show, which will Daniel A. Berger, the latter from Nor
Fellows building, next door above the tory record was broken by Schwenks packer, Garwood, Bechtel and the
and son Nelson, of Fifth avenue.
American Store, Collegeville.
The ville high in the third game of 1931 Mennonite schools.
New York State has decreed that open at Harrisburg on Saturday, Jan ristown, to pay toward the support of
with
a
2-2
tie.
Altho
tied
several
times
John B. Wein of Pottstown died baement in the Odd Fellows building
Mrs. John Lentz will deliver a talk
The directors are planning a for licenses for commercial motor vehi uary 14. Harold T. Allebaeh and Wil- their father, Abraham S. Berger, 78
to the girls of the Y. W. ,C. A. of Ur Saturday afternoon at his home. He has recently been renovated and re since that, the Collegeville high hockey mal dedication of the building to cles will not fall due until March mer Allebaeh will transport the heif years of age, who lives with his grand
sinus College this (Wednesday) even was aged 59 years. Mr. Wein was a modeled, and will make a fine store girls still remain undefeated. Much which the community will be invited. first. This is done in order to help ers to Harrisburg on. Friday.
son, Alfred B. Berger, at Mont Clare.
of the credit for this great record is
Mr. and Mrs. E. LeRoy Detwiler and
ing. The topic of her talk will be molder by trade and was employed at room and pressing establishment. Mr. due to Miss Mabel Fritsch, C. H. S. Washington's birthday has been sug those who have felt the strain of the
The Montgomery county court house
family entertained these dinner guests
the Floyd-Wells Stove Works, - Roy- Stoudt expects to move about Febru
“Making Your Religion Practical.”
hockey coach. Miss Fritsch, a star gested as an appropriate time for the depression this year, and for a. sec on Sunday: Miss Caroline Bold and bell was tolled Saturday morning in
ersford,
for
35
years.
ary.
1.
Mr.
Stoudt
and
family
have
ond
reason
that
in
1934
the
tags
will
dedication,
although
no
definite
date
Dr. and Mrs. G. L. Omwake a,re in
memory of ex-President -Calvin Cool
been occupying the Odd Fellows apart hockey player at Ursinus College, was
fall due after the heavy Christmas Walter Graber of Philadelphia and Mr. idge. At 10.30, the hour the funeral
Atlantic City this week.
President
Stricken with a heart attack Harry ments for two years and the, change added to the Collegeville faculty in has been set.
With the occupation of the new season. This would be a good idea and Mrs. Charles E. Wismer and fam services started, the bell was tolled at
Omwake is representing Ursinus Col L. Minter, of Pottstown, well-known
the fall of 1928. Her proteges have
for Pennsylvania to adopt. Not only ily of this borough.
lege at a number of college conven marble and granite dealer, died sud will be very handy for him.
intervals of a few seconds. The
lost only two games, the ■first two, building the township’s' schools will be are the mails congested at Christmas
Mrs. Elizabeth Claypoole of Phila strokes were continued until the 60th
very
well
centered
with
large
build
tions in session there.
since she took over the coaching of the
denly at his home Saturday night. He
ings a t Mont Clare, Oaks, Port Provi time, but the average citizen is caught delphia is spending some time a t the was reached, one for each year of his
Mr. and Mrs. John Hunsicker and was aged 78 years.
PHYSICIANS APPOINTED FOR
eleven.
dence and the new building in the at a bad time financially. Changing home of her son-in-law and daughter, life.
sons who resided on Third avenue,
•✓
The
C.
H.
S.
hockey
teams
have
COUNTY’S NEEDY FAMILIES
to March first would eliminate this.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry S. Shainline.
northern
end.
Collegeville, for eig h t years, have
been champions of the Montgomery
Estates
valued
at $23,501,158.63
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver D. Bechtel and
Forty pupils from the Mont Clare
EDITOR MOSER AT HOME
rented the property of Mrs. Thomas
Appointment of physicians in 11 of County High School Hockey League
It’s funny how a wife always seems family entertained these dinner guests were audited and distributed by Judge
school
have
been
admitted
to
the
Oaks
W. Smith in Evansburg, rec en tly va
Saturday afternoon, Editor Moser the county’s 13 poor districts was for the past five years.
J. Burnett Holland in 1932, according
to figure that if she had a chance to
cated by the Ward family. The Hun- returned home from Riverview Hos made at a regular meeting of the
The fine record of the Collegeville school owing to crowded conditions in choose over again she’d just naturally on Sunday : Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Zol- to a report of the activities of the
lers
of
Rahns,
Samuel
Harley
of
Col
Mont
Glare.
This
was
made
possible
sickers expect to move on Monday.
pital, and is steadily, tho slowly, re Montgomery county poor directors. hockey eleven in the last five seasons: by the pupils from Yerkes and vicinity get something better in the husband legeville and Mrs. Ella Weikel, Miss Montgomery County Orphans' Court.
. Charles H. Miller, son of Mr. and gaining physical strength. Several These physicians care for poor and
1928 Record
The State Emergency Relief Board
being transferred from the Oaks line, never thinking for a second she Violet Poley and Samuel Poley of
Mrs. J. L .’B. Miller, formerly of Col weeks must elapse before he will be needy families unable to pay for med
Ambler,
4;
Collegeville, 1.
might .do worse.—Sam Hill, in Cin Trappe.
announced the allocation of $2,000,000
school
to
the
new
consolidated
school.
legeville, has been transferred from able to resume his usual duties a t the ical care.
No appointments were
Ursinus College, 5; Collegeville, 4.
cinnati Enquirer.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Jackson of under the Talbot Act for unemploy
Washington, D. C., to Atlanta, Geor Independent Office. Meanwhile, he made for the Pennsburg and Consho
Collegeville, 18; Pottstown, 0.
Center Square visited Mr. and Mrs. ment relief in January, of which
gia, where he will act as, librarian will indite editorial contributions. He hocken districts because no bids were
Collegeville, 15; East Greenville, 1. NEW PROTECTIVE ASSOC.
Here’s a hot one; but we still don’t George Tyson and daughter on Sun amount Montgomery county will get
in the federal penitentiary. Mr. Miller will be glad to greet his friends a t his submitted.
Collegeville, 9; North Coventry, 0.
know whether to class it as a practi day.
$54,493. The allocation to
each
SAVED
FARMERS’
GOODS
has been ,in the government employ home between 2 p. m. and 9 p. m.,
The local districts and their ap
Collegeville, 5; East Greenville, 1.
cal joke or just a mistake.
George
Mrs. John C. Klauder and daughter county was, based on the number of
since leaving Collegeville. He grad daily. Reference is made to the pointees are as follows:
DURING
SHERIFF
SALES
W. Treisbach, of Evansburg, was Eleanor returned home after having unemployed as estimated by the De
Collegeville, 17; Royersford, 0.
uated from Ursinus College in the editor’s “hospital experiences” in the
Dr. Warren Z. Anders, Collegeville,
Collegeville, 7; North Coventry, 0.
fishing a t the Skippack creek, along spent a week at the home of the for partment of Labor and Industry. The
Renninger
Sale
at
Sassamansville
class of 1924
,
District No. 11, Collegeville, Trappe
editorial column, this week.
Collegeville,
2;
Ambler,
0.
Rainer’s meadow, last Wednesday. He mer’s mother, Mrs. Albertine Schoek total number of idle in the state was
Montgomery
County
farmers,
fol
Miss Louis Isel of Roslyn spent
and Lower Providence.
Collegeville,
8;
Royersford,
0.
lowing the lead of their Bucks County had his auto parked on the Fern of Philadelphia. Mr. and Mrs. Klaud- estimated at 1,099,841.
Saturday with her daughter, Mrs.
Dr. Robert W. Randall, Royersford,
Collegeville, 4; Lower Moreland, 0. neighbors, turned out at a sheriff’s avenue road, nearby. He fished for ed and daughter were dinner guests of
For the second time in two years
Brian Joslyn. Mrs. Joslyn’s sister,
YOUTH SWALLOWED PIN
District 7, Royersford, Limerick and
1929 Record
sale near Sassamansville, Thursday, several hours and caught three nice Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Middleton of Mt. bandits held up Merrill McHarg, man
Mrs. Russell Hallman and children
Upper
Providence.
Elmer Logan, 17 years old, of Col
Collegeville, 3; Ursinus College, 1. January 5, and saved the personal suckers. But when he and his com Airy on Monday.
ager of the American Store at Green- ■
Russell and Madeleine, of Philadel
Dr. J. M. Markley, Schwenkville,
legeville, was treated at Montgomery
panion, Wallace Miller, wanted to go
Collegeville, 7; Royersford, 0.
Mr. and Mrs. Ahram Wismer of lane. Two bandits, described as 30
phia, also spent the day with her.
property of C. H. Renninger.
Hospital for a staight pin which he District No. 8, Upper Frederick, Low
home,
lo
and
behold,
Treisbach’s
auto
Collegeville, 3; North Coventry, 0.
Philadelphia and Mr. and Mrs. Eli F. years old and well-dressed, locked Mc
Renninger, who is married and
Mr. and Mrs. I. F. Hatfield and swallowed while wrapping a package. er Frederick, Perkiomen, ■ Salford,
Treis Wismer and family of Pottstown were Harg and a clerk Michael Oppelt. in a
Collegeville, 3; East Greenville, 0.
father of six, children, had his per was gone—evidently stolen.
family visited Mr. and Mrs. William He was holding the pin in his mouth Lower Salford, Upper Salford and
Collegeville, 12; Royersford, 0.
sonal property returned to him after bach and Miller started up Ridge pike dinner guests at the home of Mr. and rear room. The bandits cleaned the
Siddons, of Harleysville, on Sunday. when he accidently swallowed it on Schwenkville.
(Continued on page 4)
Collegeville,
5;
East
Greenville,
0.
cash register of $16.60 in cash. They
Mrs. C. A. Wismer on Sunday.
it had been bid in for $4 by members
The regular meeting of the Col Monday morning.
Dr. H. B. Shearer, Worcester, Dis
Collegeville,
3;
Ambler,
0.
fled
in a gray sedan towards Red Hill. •
of
the
Farmers
Protective
Associa
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Clayton
Wiggans
en
legeville Junior Community Club was
trict No. 4, Skippack, Worcester and
Collegeville, 3> North Coventry, 1. tion, the same group that led the COUNTY AGRICULTURAL
No trace of them has been found. No
tertained
these
week-end
guests:
Mr.
held in the fire hall on Tuesday even
Upper Gwynedd.
EVANSBURG NEWS
Collegeville, 2; Springfield, 1.
customers were in the store at the
movement to protect John Hanzel
ing. There was an exceptionally large
ASSOCIATION MEETING and Mrs. Park Wiggans of Sharon time. McHarg, who lives in GreenCollegeville, 11; Pottstown, 0.
against
a
sale
in
Bedminster
Town
Hill,
and
Mrs.
Myrtle
Zollers
and
son
attendance of about 40 girls.
Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. William Stephens en TWO BANDITS ROB HOTEL
Collegeville, 3; Lower Moreland, 0. ship, Tuesday, January 3.
lane, is well known in this vicinity.
Current problems of major import George of Lancaster.
Cordery spoke on “My Trip Abroad,” tertained a number of relatives at a
1930 Record
In this ease, however, no effort was ance to Montgomery county farmers
CLERK
AT
POTTSTOWN
Mrs. D. W-. Favinger and D. W. He is the son of Mr. and! Mrs. John
and Miss McClure, a senior at Ur dinner a t their home on Evansburg
Collegeville, 3; North Coventry, 0. made to save Renninger’s farm ma and activities of the granges and 4-H Favinger, Jr., spent the week-end at McHarg of Trappe. The robbery took
sinus College, sang several solos.
Two strangers posing as guests
road.
Collegeville, 3; Lansdale, 0.
chinery or stock. The sale, to satisfy clubs were discussed last Thursday at the home of Mrs.. Carrie Knox of place at 9.30 last Saturday night.
- The C. I. C. Class of Trinity Sun
Mrs/ Charles Smith and daughter held up John Galloway, night clerk at
Collegeville( 3; Schwenkville, 0.
a judgment note for $94 for feed and the sessions of the annual gathering Philadelphia.
A group of 25 taxpayers from Hat
day school will hold their regular Betty of .Peekskill, N. Y., spent several the Merchants Hotel, Pottstown, early
Collegeville, 2; Royersford, 0.
several other bills, was attended by 50 of the Montgomery County Agricul
Joseph B. Mills of Royersford spent field township gathered Monday
meeting at the home of Mrs. W. Len- days visiting friends in this vicinity. Monday morning, at the point of a gun
Collegeville, 9; North Coventry, 0. persons, 30 of them members of the tural Extension Association a t Trin the week-end at the home of his son, night at the consolidated school to
hardt, Chestnut street, on January 17.
Mrs. Rebecca Weber and John Web and after rifling the ' cash register
Collegeville,
5; North Wales, 0.
ity Church, Norristown. Several hun Herman Mills.
association.
urge the school directors to slash five
. The new service station and. dis er were guests a t the home of Mr. and forced him to conduct them to a. room
Collegeville, 10; Lower Moreland, I.1 When Deputy Sheriff Paul Grube dred farmers and their wives from
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin C. Brunner and mills from the tax rate for 1933. The
tributing plant of the Pure Oil Co., is Mrs. Isaac Heckler, Montgomery adjoining the office, where the safe is
Collegeville, 4; E ast Greenville, 1.
arrived he assured the spectators that every section of the county attended. Mr. and Mrs. William H. Kratz mo delegation also sought the dismissal
nearly completed. About 25 men, Square.'
kept, in the hope that they might And
Collegeville, 2; Springfield, 1:
Charles E. Wismer, of Trappe, was tored to Wyncote where they visited of all married teachers and the cur
he was in symapthy with the plight
many of them local, have been at
Miss Ann Napier of Florence, S. C., more money and valuables. An empty
of the farmer, and agreed to a sug re-elected president of the organiza Mr. and Mrs. Frank C. Hood and fam tailing of the budget.
1931 Record
work during the last two weeks put and Miss Mildred Walters of Trappe safe stood before them and they then
gestion that he offer the furnishings tion for the 11th time. Other execu ily on Sunday.
Collegeville, 3; Phoenixville, 0.
ting on the finishing touches.
The will of Oliver B. Shupe, late of
were dinner guests at the home of beat a hasty retreat. They secured
of the six-room farmhouse as a unit tives include: John B. Park, Hor
Collegeville, 4; Phoenixville, 1.
Rev. and Mrs. W. O. Fegely and Lower Salford, disposing of an estate
The condition of Mrs. Joseph Liver- Miss Grace Jury.
$8.50.
for the first sale. The association sham, vice president; Arthur Anders, family were dinner guests at the home valued at $60,000, was admitted to
Collegeville, 2; Schwenkville, 2.
good, who is ,a patient in a Philadel
The January session of the Boyer
Shortly after midnight the men en
members explained they would not Worcester, secretary, and A. K. Roth- of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph H. Fegely and probate Monday.
Collegeville, 1; Royersford, 1.
phia hospital, remains about the same. Home and School league was held in tered the hotel and registered. They
prevent legitimate bidding 'fo r the enberger, Worcester, treasurer. All family of near Royersford. *
Collegeville, 4; North Coventry, 1.
Mrs. Livergood has undergone a ser the school building on Wednesday af were shown to their room and return
Three bandits drove up to the R
Collegeville, 5; Lower Moreland, 0. stock and machinery, and it -brought of these officers have served the agri
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur R. Ohl and & H gasoline station, N utt road and
ies of serious surgical operations ternoon. After two basketball games ed a few minutes later to confront
average prices ranging from $31 for cultural association since 1923.
daughter Barbara Jean of Irvington West Bridge street, Phoenixville,
Collegeville, 8; North Wales, 0.
during the past several years.
by the pupils, a talk was given by Galloway with a pistol. A dog dozed
a cow down to $1 for an aged horse
New Jersey, are visiting Mr. Ohl’s Tuesday night, held up the attendant,
Collegeville,
3;
E
ast
Greenville,
1.
Egg Auction Discussed
Mrs. Kenneth Nat* and infant son Rev. W. O. Fegely. f
on a chair in the hotel lobby during
Renninger has been a tenant on the - One of the organizations to be parents, Rev. and Mrs. Arthur C. Ohl. Earl J. Renninger at the point of a
Collegeville, 2; Schwenkville, 0.
William Kenneth are doing nicely at
the robbery.
Collegeville, 0; North Coventry, 0. farm for the past six years. The formed in this county during the last Mr. and Mrs. O. W. Lockart of Vin gun, and then sped away in the di
the Riverview hospital § where; they
GRATERFORD NEWS
aetion against him was instigated by 12 months, the Tri-County Egg Auc cent, Chester county, visited ReV. and rection of Philadelphia.
1932 Record
Renninger,
are patients.
POWERFUL COMMITTEE PLACES
a feed dealer whom he owed $94.
Collegeville, 4; Royersford, 6.
Mr. and Mrs. William Seaman and
who is a man of about 50, said that
Irenus Able, who has been spending
tion, which has its headquarters at Mrs. Ohl on Monday.
FOR MONTGOMERY COUNTY
Collegeville, 3; North Wales; 0.
sons of Creamery spent Sunday with two weeks in Ohio, returned home bn
Bucks County Sale
Mr. and Mrs. N. C. Schatz and their they got over $20, but could not speci
Center Point, figured prominently in
Collegeville, 3; East' Greenville, 0.
The Bedminster Township sale was the discussions. M. M. West, Lans week-end guests, Mr. and Mrs. Irving fy the exact amount.
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Fenstermacher Sunday.
Montgomery and Bucks legislators
Collegeville, 1; Royersford, 1.
William Dunford, sixty-two, drop
held last Tuesday on the farm of John dale, secretary of the Tri-<County Egg T. Miller of Lincoln Park spent Sun
and family.
The condition of Milton Moyer re fared rather well in the list of com
Collegeville, 4; North Wales, 0.
Hansel, who owed $1800 to a man who Auction, gave a talk on “Holding Our day a t the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ed ped dead into a grave he had dug, at
mains about the same.
mittee assignments announced Mon
Collegeville, 3; East Greenville, 0.
TRINITY REFORMED CHURCH
the Greenwood Cemetery, Hulmecontinues to live with him in spite of Market” and told the assembled poul- gar Schatz of Collegeville.
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Merker of day by James S. Boyd, president pro
financial differences.
Rev. W. O. Fegely, D. D., addressed ville, Monday. The man is a care
The annual meeting of Trinity Re Downingtown, spent Sunday with tempore, in the State Senate, and
trymen of the problems they faced
Hanzel’s wife died and left him with in competing against western dealers the Mother’s Club meeting a t the taker and grave-digger, and was at
POTTSTOWN AAA MEETING
formed congregation was held on Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Kline and family, Grover C. Talbot, speaker, in the
his work digging a grave. The grave
four children two years ago. Hanzel
Mrs. Frank Heavner and infant house.
Wednesday evening, January 4. After
More than 1500 members and declared that his $1800 debt (on a for the local market. Harvey Lesher, Henry K. Boyer School, Evansburg, was about completed, and Dunford
the devotional service by the pastor, daughter are doing nicely.
Collegeville, spoke on “A Buyer’s on Wednesday.
Examination of the list reveals al friends of the Pottstown Automobile
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Greiner and was standing on its edge. He fell to
Mr. H. D. Allebaeh was: elected presi
so the complete control of both Club attended the annual meeting of mortgage) will remain a moral obli Impression of the Egg Auction.” He
dent and Mr. Edwin Johnson, secre
branches by the regular Republican that organization a t the Sunnybrook gation, although he believes his slate cited the numerous advantages of the family visited1 Mr. and Mrs. Clayton the bottom of the hole, and was lifted
RIPPLES FROM RAHNS
tary. Reports were received from the
auction and offered suggestions for Overdorf of near Spring City on Sun out with some difficulty by fellow
organization, headed by General Mar auditorium, near Pottstown, Monday is legally clean.
The man to whom he owes the the improvement of the organization. day. In the evening they entertained workers.
Two weeks of special services will tin.
pastor; Mr. A. T. Allebaeh, treasurer;
evening.
money is Jacob Laufenwiele*, who has
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Greiner and
Mrs. J. W. Essig, for the Ladies Aid be conducted in the chapel starting on
The change in sentiment as regards
Milk Price War to Fore
Dinner was served in the auditor
Sunday
evening,
January
15,
by
Rev.
RETURN FROM HOSPITAL;
Society; Mrs. J. T, Ebert, for the Wo
prohibition and the Sunday laws was ium, followed by a business session lived with him for the past three
Another problem, the milk price family of West Chester.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward UeBon of
man’s Missionary Society; Miss Le J. I. Beideman, of Norristown. Spe reflected in the senate, where Senator when Jesse R. Evans and John K. yaars. Laufenwieler cooks for him war, iwas discussed by H. D. Allebaeh,
FIND HOME DESTROYED
vina Smith for the Girls Missionary cial singing will be a feature a t each Trainor, of Philadelphia, was assign Klink, both of Pottstown, and W. W- self and the family and helps care of Trappe, president of the Inter- Philadelphia were week-end guests at
Smoking
ruins was all th at remain
for
some
of
the
stock,
and
unless
service,
which
begins
at
7.45
o’clock.
the
home
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
Guild. Mr. H. D. Allebaeh and Dr.. S.
ed to the law and order committee.
State Milk Producers’ Association. He
ed of the bungalow home of Mr. and
The Rahns Christian Endeavor So This committee has been headed by a Harley, of Schwenkville, were named there is some change of plan he will said, “dealers in this section obtain Moser and sons.
D, Cornish were elected to serve as
directors.
\
continue to live a t the Hanzel farm,
A very impressive installation cere Mrs. John Lewis, of Sanatoga, to
elders and Messers A. D. Hunsicker ciety held a business meeting a t the dry since prohibition was placed in
Among the speakers were: Capt. two miles from the village of *. Bed the third highest price for their milk mony
home
of
Mrs.
Mary
Ludwig
on
Mon
featured the meeting of Key greet them when they returned home
and Edwin Johnson as deacons, for a
force and the appointment of a liberal W. C. Price, superintendent of the
that is paid anywhere in United
minster, Bucks county. •
day evening. Matters of importance is. regarded as indicating a reversal in
stone
Grange
No. 2 on Wednesday from the Pottstown Homeopathic
term of three years.
States.
Only
Washington
and
Balti
State Highway Patrol; Capt. John , Laufenwieler declined to comment
evening.
Twenty
officers who had been Hospital with their four-year-old
Services for Sunday, January 15 are were discussed and decided; among policy- in the present session.
more dealers, who are protected by a
Ruch, eastern division head of the
as follows: The Church School will which were a special service on Sun
Two chairmanships came to Mont patrol; H, C. Trout, treasurer of the on his reason for forcing the sale, or great wall which no one is able to elected at a December 1932 meeting daughter.
Fire which broke out in the bung
convene at 9.30 o’clock. After the wor day evening, February 5, and the an gomery members of the house. Rep Pennsylvania Motor Federation, and his feelings now that his returns seems penetrate, get more for their milk were installed by the grange installa
alow
shortly before 6 a. m. last
tion
officer,
Mr.
Arthur
Landis'
of
ship period, the scholars, who intend nual “Week of Prayer” services1 be resentative Frederick C. Peters, of the Lieut. George Pickering, of the pa to be only $1.18.
Three members of the Farmers’ than do the dealers of this area.”
Community Grange, Swamp, and these Thursday, destroyed the little frame
joining the Catechetical Class, will ginning Sunday evening, Feb. 19.
first district, was made head of the trol. Topics of interest to motorists
Waltz’s Annual Report
Protective Association bid in all the
assistants: Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Geiss- building leaving the family homeless.
meet the pastor in the church auditor
powerful highways committee, and were discussed.
R. G. Waltz, county farm agent, ler, Mrs. Arthur Landis and Miss
All day Wednesday an older daugh
articles
offered
a
t
the
Hanzel
sale.
The
DR. HOWARD WILSON DEAD
ium. All children over twelve years
Clarence L. Ederer, of the third dis
urged the farmers to improve their Kulp also of Community Grange. The ter, Katherine, 12, had worked clean
articles
offered
went
very
cheap;
the
of age should enroll in the class.
Dr. W. Howard Wilson, inheritance trict, is chairman of the committe on
CAMPBELL CASE POSTPONED
entire proceeds amounting to $1.18. methods of production of crops and meeting was in charge of IJjfiss Kath ing and dusting the bungalow so
Morning worship and sermon at 10.35 tax appraiser and former township game.
IfL.
Press of court business caused the Those in attendance contributed $21 to listed proper use of chemicals to get ryn Gotwals, lecturer. A pleasant so everything would be bright and cheer
Evening worship at 7.30; Congrega treasurer of Abington township, died
Mr. Peters also- is a member of the
better results in land. He gave a re
tional singing, special music and ad at his home, Easton road, Roslyn, ways and., means, Federal relations, postponement of the trial of two F o rt’ help ■the financially embarrassed port of the activities of the cotmty cial hour and refreshments followed. ful when her parents and sister re
farmer
and
his.
belongings,
purchased
Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. Miller and turned home. Tired from her day’s
Washington
negroes
until
February
6,
dress by the pastor. We cordially in Thursday night a t 7 o’clock. He had judiciary local, and military affairs
at the close of the January term of by the association member^, were re farmers during 1932, citing the an children Gladys, Arlene and Ray were work, Katherine went to the home of
vite you to join us in our work and been ill for several weeks. Later committees.
nual farmer’s picnic and county fair guests a t the home of Mr. and Mrs. an aunt for the night.
worship.
Elderer also was named to the Montgomery County Criminal Court, turned.
pneumonia developed. He was fiftyas two items of importance to the John Smith of Schwenksville.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis and their
Others
than
members
of
the
protec
Thursday
afternoon.
THE PASTOR.
fisheries, judiciary special and ways
six years old.
_________
Mrs. Arthur Kutzschbach of Phila youngest daughter, Virginia, had been
Judge J. Ambler Williams hearing tive group were told in no uncertain farmer. “There are in Montgomery
and means committees.
county 11 townships with cattle test
The third veteran from Montgom the case of William Thomas Campbell terms to refrain from bidding and as ed under the area plan. Douglass delphia, who was formally a resident confined to the’ Pottstown Homeo
AMERICAN LEGION AUXILIARY
COMMUNITY CLUB NOTES
of Trappe; renewed acquaintances pathic Hospital since New Year’s day
a
result
most
of
the
articles
sold
for
and
Ada
Jenkins,
in
a
sequel
to
the
The monthly meeting of the Byron ery, John W. Storb, of Pottstown,
The Montgomery Federation Meet
township has recently come in and here on Saturday.
with influenza.
one
and
two
cents.
Sheriff
Horace
“third
degree”
case,
sent
the
.jury
gave
up
the
chairmanships
of
the
ing will be held, at the Reformed S. Fegely Post American Legion
cattle in this section will have been
Miss Margaret Detwiler of State
Gwinner,
who
was
in
charge,
was
home
until
the
February
term
of
committee
on
banking
and
municipal
Church, in Schwenksville, on Thurs Auxiliary will be held Monday even
powerless to act and as a result a tested within the next six weeks. I t Teachers’ College, West Chester, spent
WEDS BROTHER’S WIDOW
ing, January 16, at 8 p. m. at the corporations, but retains his member court.
day, January 19, a t 10.15 a. m.
is our aim to -eventually have every several days as the guest of Miss
yearling
bull
sold
for
five
cents,
three
Campbell
is
charged
with
arson
by
ship
on
both
committees,
as
well
as
Family relationships were shuffled
Besides a good program there will home of1Mrs. D. W. Favinger, Royers
explosives and a number of charges horses, three, four and five cents, and township in the county with cattle Nellie Favinger.
.that on railroads.
up and dealt out anew as Irwin C.
a debate, “Resolved that the girls ford, R; D., Pa.
L. G.
tested under the area plan,” Mr. Waltz
Mr.,
and
Mrs.
LeRoy
Miller
and
j
the
contents
of
the
farm
house
a
cent
growing
out
of
the
alleged
explosion
It is said that Mr. Storb, on ac
of the gay nineties were more of a
said.
family of Phoenixville spent Sunday Brendlinger, 66-year-old Zieglersville
count of his age, was desirous of re at the home of Miss Eliza Williams, a room.
problem than the girls of the present
TURKEY SUPPER
Local
Representatives
Report
at the home of William T. Miller and widower, married his brother's widow,
. New and Active Group
lief from too arduous duties and this and Elias K. Jones at Fort Washing
Mrs. Sarah Brendlinger, of the same
day.” Seniors will take the affirma
Others
who
spoke*
included
Mrs.
The Adult Bible Classes of Trinity action was taken to meet his sugges ton on May 8, 1931.
Officials! of the Farmers’ Protective
family.
tive. Juniors the negative.
Reformed Church will hold a turkey tion. Mr. Storb is 82 years old.
A number of townsmen attended the place, Monday night. The ceremony
Association declared that what hap Arthur Landis, Limerick, who address
Campbell’s
charges
made
shortly
took place a t the parsonage of Rev.
The Southeastern District Federa supper in the Hendricks Memorial
ed the group on “Better Food Selec
Montgomery’s novice legislators, after his arrest resulted in the trial pened in the Hanzel and Renninger tion and Preparation” ; C. J. Renning annual meeting and banquet of the Cyrus W. Held in Sumneytown. There
tion Meeting is to be held at Hotel building on Saturday evening, Jan
American Automobile Association,
and guilty verdicts against Ralph J. cases is just a starter of what is go
Lincoln, in Reading on Friday, Jan uary 14, 1933. Tickets, including des William E. Zimmerman, of Lansdale, Rinalducci former assistant district ing to happen in similar cases all over er, New Hanover, “Four Years Ex Pottstown Branch which was held at were no attendants.
and
E.
Arnold
Forrest,
of
Consho
Ins.tead of being the woman’s
uary 20, a t 10.15 a. m. These'meet sert, 50 cents.
Pasturing Wheat” ; Mrs. Clif Sunneybrook Park, near Pottstown on
hocken, fared rather well, in view of attorney; Brooks Cassidy, ex-Upper the county. Alfred Miller, of Dublin, perience
brother-in-law,
Irwin Brendlinger be
ings should interest all club women.
ford
Otto,
Schwenkville,
“Girls
4-H
Monday evening. Among them1were:
the fact that they are new arrivals Dublin police chief, and Joseph Trunk, is said to be secretary of the associa
Splendid programs have been prepar
Club Work” ; Mrs. Edmond Bigoney, Adam Weaver, Edgar Weaver, Horace came her husband; Nephew John be
tion
and
Lewis
C.
Bentzley,
of
Perkformer
county
detective,
on
abuse
BAKED
HAM
SUPPER
in the seats of the mighty.
ed.
Montgomeryville, “Study and Use of Reied, Earl W. Brunner and Daniel W, came a son-in-law, cousins became
Zimmerman is a member of the charges. They have appealed to the asie, president.
The choir of the Jerusalem Luth
brothers and second cousins were
We hope many of our members will
A number of meetings of the asso Commercial Patterns”; Miss Evelyn Shuler.
State Supreme Court for a new trial
automatically transformed into step
attend both days. All of those who eran church, Schwenksville, will give committee on education, military af from their convictions before Judge ciation have been held in various com Rezer, Sanatoga, “Experiences at Dis
Mr.
and
Mrs.
S.
B.
Tyson
were
din-*
aspect to attend or have cars avail a baked ham supper on Saturday, fairs, repeal bills and public utilities, Williams on September 30, 1931. Their munities in Bucks and Montgomery trict 4-H Camp’! and Mrs. Mary R. ner guests at the home of Mr. and children. Brendlinger is the father of
able, for one or both days, notify January 21, at- the Schwenksville while Forrest was assigned to build case® have been argued and a decision counties and local subsiduaries form Ormerod, county home economics Mrs. S. S. Tyson on Sunday evening. three children and Mrs. Brendlinger is
the mother of four chldren.
Mrs. Charles Holden as soon as pos High School auditorium from 5 until ing and loan associations, public is expected within the next month.
(C o n tin u e d o n p a g e 4)
leader.
ed.
health and elections.
9 o’clock.
sible.
I. W. K.

Unmusical Auto Horns
Banned by Roman Edict

Long Slumbers Denied
to Coptic “Patriarchs”

Bells’ Sw eetest Music
Lost in Great Cities?

The ancient Romans believed that
8 falling star was a warning of some
imminent calamity, but that was be
P U B L IS H E D
EVEKY
TH U R SD A Y .
fore the advent of the gasoline chariot.
Modern Roman pedestrians do not
live In fear of falling stars but the
COLLEGEVILLE, MONTGOMERY COUNTY, PA.
raucous blast of the present day auto
mobile horn gives them worse thrills
and chills. As a matter of fact Roman
nerves are on edge and authorities
E. S. MOSER, Editor and Proprietor.
have made “musical horns” obliga
tory equipment on all motor ears with
the exception of busses, which must
be equipped with some sort of device
T h u rsd ay, J a n u a ry 12, IS33.
giving “signals such- as are produced
by electric bells.” Diners In Italian
restaurants,
startled by noisy*horns of
•THE PASSING OF EX -PRESIDEN T COOLIDGE.
passing'motorists, have often lost their
The recent and most sudden death of Ex-President Coolidge, equilibrium and become hopelessly en
tangled In the yards and yards of
the last surviving former President of the United States, shocked spaghetti on a skillfully poised fork.
the entire nation. It had been generally assumed that he was As many of the diners were American
tourists Inexperienced In spaghetti
almost in the prime of physical vigor. . . .
It was the good spearing, the risk of hanging one’s self
fortune of Calvin Coolidge that he occupied the Presidential office was great, in the event of which inter
complications and a severing
during a period of national prosperity. Nevertheless the duties national
of diplomatic relations might result.
and burdens of his high position were exacting and burdensome. So if you are planning to motor
He proved faithful to the great trust reposed in him. The 30 th through Rome, and whether you give
a “toot” or not, see to it that your
PresidenPof the United States left behind him a clean, worthy, auto horn is of the “musical” type, as
it may save you possibly 50 lira or
and highly creditable record.
more. When in Rome, honk as the
Romans do!—Exchange.
---------------O------------- -

One religious office which seems to
have its drawback is that of the patri
arch of the Coptic sect, whose mem
bers are descendants of the early
Egyptian Christians; Under the rules
of the church, the patriarch, who lives
in Alexandria, must be awakened ev
ery 15 minutes when he sleeps. That
practice would seem to take some of
the joy out of the leadership of any
movement, religious or otherwise.
Around about the beginning of this
century the Copts totaled about onetwelfth of all the population of Egypt.
They dress like Mohammedans, but
may be distinguished by their blue or
black turbans.
The center of the Coptic population
is around Cairo, although the members
are generously scattered all over
northern Egypt, The young of the
Copts are highly intelligent and learn
easily when at school. They have
been found to make excellent clerks
and handicraftsmen. They learn their
native language while at school, but
Arabic is the tongue used in their nor
mal life.
Their religious organization, headed
by the patriarch, includes bishops,
monks and priests. The entire clergy,
excepting only the patriarch, are per
mitted to be married, providing the
marriage ceremony is gone through
before the vows of holy orders arq
taken. Two fast days a week, Wed
nesday and Friday, are observed,
while the fast of Nineveh is a longdrawn-out affair which lasts for two
months.—Washington Star.

Most big bells are not rung where
they sound best; and that’s in the
woods or mountains or across a lake a
few miles in width. A few bells should
be mounted where they supplement the
romantic scenery. We haven’t yet
made thrills an exact science. You re
member “The bells of Shandon, they
sound so grand on the River Dee (or
was that the name of the river? It
doesn’t matter; it was the river that
conveyed the sense of grandeur).
It was once thought that when Big
Ben in London tolled out its-great bellowings it turned all the beer sour in
the vicinity. Such are the common
place associations that city bell ring
ing can sometimes evoke. It is in the
midst of nature’s scenes, the wilder
the better, that the sound of bells
is exalted.
Tennyson made it so in “Ring out,,
wild bells, to the wild sky,” and Keats
Includes it in the apostrophe to the
grand symphony of early twilight’s
natural music In “Lamia” : “So the
unnumbered sounds that evening
stores; the songs of birds—the whisp
ering of the leaves—the voice of wa
ters—the great bell that heaves with
solemn sound—and thousand others
more, that distance of recognizance
bereaves1; makes pleasing music and
not wild uproar.” Take more bells to
the Country.—F. H. Collier, in the St.
Louis Globe-Democrat.

T H E IN D E P E N D E N T

T H E EDITOR’S HOSPITAL EXPERIENCE.
I am not unmindful of the consideration that it is, generally,
not in conformity- with the rules of propriety for an individual to
give an accounting to the general public of purely personal ills,
sufferings, woes, or misfortunes. However, I choose hereinafter to
sidestep “conformity” ; my excuse therefor being that a large
majority of the readers of this department of T h e I n d e p e n d e n t
have been for years, and. continue so to be, my personal friends.
Moreover, information as to the ordeals I passed through may en
courage those of friends who may some time be required to meet
more or less similar crises, to do so with a little additional fortitude,
because of their recollections of “Dad” Moser’s hospital experi
ences, as he stated them.............................. To-day no man knows
what is going to happen to-morrow, except the manifestations of
the ever-present phenomena of Natural processes. In more
familiar term, no man knows what awaits him “just around the
corner !”. How true ! And how applicable to myself ! I did not
know when I left home, November i i , I93£> ^or Riverview Hos
pital, Norristown, that my seventy-five year old heart would be sub
jected to the strain of three major and two minor abdominal surgical
operations ! But, experiencing is knowing ; and, I found out what
had awaited me “just around the corner !” The operation required
the most skillful application of the technique and finesse of the
modern science of surgery. The surgeons were Dr. Herbert S.
Leopold, a foremost surgeon of Hahneman Hospital, Philadelphia,
and Dr. John Macdonald, surgeon of .Norristown/ The
very efficient and painstaking nurse : Miss Joan Harrigan, of the
Hospital staff of nurses. I now know just what really capable
hospital nursing means, as a very necessary adjunct to the practice
of surgery and medicine. My son-in-law, Dr. J. LeRoy Roth, of
Conshohocken, was in general supervision of the case.
His
efficiency and fidelity comprehended every detail prior to the oper
ations, and subsequently. . . . And how did I pass the more
or less painful, miserable, and weary hours (with my weight im
posed on my back) during a period of about eight weeks ? After
recovering in part from the shock of the first major operation I
realized that it was necessary, during hours of wakefulness, to keep
my brain engaged, to direct my attention, away from myself and
my physical condition. Therefore,! I read four works of fiction by
George Eliot, “Kenilworth” by Sir Walter
Scott, two other
volumes of fiction, and a recent publication relating to Evolution*
For sufficient reason I sidestepped reading that required much
vigorous intellectual effort. And now, failure stares me in the
face: The failure of my vocabulary in attempting to express my most
grateful appreciation of the many touching kindnesses of the num
erous friends who encouraged me with their visitations, their contri
butions of flowers and fruit, and with their letters and card mess
ages of concern and hopefulness in my behalf. Thus rays of sun
shine were thus cast athwart the gloom of darkened skies.
To
each and all my profound and lasting gratitude. It is the most
and best that I can do. True friendships are foremost among the
benign blessings of human existence. . . .
In conclusion, a
few observations relating to Riverview Hospital. No institution of
its character, within the range of my knowledge, is more attractive
in its location—at an elevation affording far views to the south,
west and north, with the winding Schulkill river not far distant.
The enlarged hospital building contains home-like rooms for
patients and it is fully equipped in its every department with the
facilities necessary to insure first-class hospital service. Therefore,
Riverview Hospital well deserves its full share of patronage and
the appreciation of the general public as an institution of credit to
Montgomery county and Eastern Pennsylvania.
»#

*

*

*

During my hospital weeks I kept fairly well in touch with the
outside world. I had access to daily and weekly newspapers.
When I read the announcement that France had refused to make
payment on account of its indebtedness to the United States Gov
ernment, indignation possessed me. What ? France playing the
part of a dishonest debtor ? What ?—France, the nation that most
benefited by the enforced sacrifice of many thousands of the
lives of young American men, and the crippling of many thousands
more of our boys, now taking the base attitude of dishonesty and
ingratitude—is it possible? Shame! “oh, shame! where is thy
blush !” I shall be ashamed of the Government at Washington if
it fails to hold France fast to its obligations until every dollar of
its indebtedness is paid. . . . Surely, I was shocked by
the news of the totally unexpected death of Calvin Coolidge,
former and only living ex-President of the United States, to which
additional reference is made in this column.
E. S. MOSER.
------------o—--------- ■*
ACCREDITED PARAGRAPHS.
Thirteen States can make it unlucky for Repeal.—Philadel
phia Inquirer.

Bees W ork Long Hours
to Serve Human Needs
A pound of honey that is placed on
the breakfast table is more than just
a pound of sweetening, says the bee
keeping specialist of the Massachus
etts state college. It rgpresents 20,000
round trips on the part of individual
bees, each trip averaging 2.8 miles, in
search of nectar from which the honey
is made. If one bee were to take upon
herself the herculean task of manufac
turing- a pound of honey, she would
have 1 to work every day for eight
years, travel 56,000 miles, or nearly
two and one-fourth times around the
earth, and visit 739,000 individual
blossoms of a plant such as rhodo
dendron. Each teaspoonful of honey,
according to the state college man,
represents the entire life work of 100
bees.
C ru so e’s Islan d H om e

While Alexander Selkirk may have
been the original of Robinson Crusoe,
bleak, rocky, blustery Juan Fernandez
was not the Island Defoe wrote about
in. his book. Crusoe’s island was To
bago, a balmy, hospitable spot at the
south end of the British West Indies
off the Orinoco, where' rain falls six
months of the year, and the tempera
ture average is 81 degrees. Christopher
Columbus discovered it in 1498, and
called it Assumption island. Eighteen
thousand people live there now,' and
sheep-farming (remember Robinson
Crusoe’s goats?) is one of the prin
cipal occupations.
S o v iet O rg a n izatio n

The Octobrists is the youngest of
Russia’s youth organizations, includ
ing in its membership boys and girls
from eight to 10 years of age. These
children are banded into school groups
with 30 or 40 children in each division,
the divisions being broken up Into
units of stars with 8 or 10 members.
The symbol is a red star worn over the
heart. The members are instructed to
help the workers and peasants of all
lands in their fight for freedom, to
study diligently, and to strengthen the
organization. The name commemorates
the October revolution of 1917.
C ircum stance*

The experience of life shows that,
while poverty has its disadvantages,
moderate conditions are a thousand
times more advantageous than condi
tions of great wealth. If you are well
off, and' have no need to press your
children, they are in more danger than
those children whose parents are poor.
Those circumstances in life, not in
deed that press the child harshly and
severely, but that lay him under the
necessity of being and doing, as the
very condition of his existence, make
staunch men.—Exchange.
C astles C e n tu rie s O ld

There are many fine old castles to
visit in Denmark, but one of the finest
is Frederiksborg castle at Hillerod,
near Copenhagen, which dates from the
Sixteenth century. It is a massive and
majestic pile, surrounding a lovely innear court, and noted for a secret pasage and the fact that it is built on
three small islands in a lake. Its chap
el is richly appointed, the altar and
the pulpit being of ebony and chased
silver, while in the king’s oratory ex
cellent carved woodwork will be seen.
In f a n tile P a raly sis

“He must compete—and compete—
and compete. He must do everything
other boys do. You do not want him
different from the others,” is the key
note sounded by a doctor in mapping
out the after-care fpr infantile paraly
sis when the victim, a boy, was ready
to return to school. Florence Brookins
Newman, whose own son faced the or
deal of convalescenee after infantile
paralysis, tells of his story in Hygeia
Magazine.
A R ecipe

Believe in yourself, believe in hu
manity, believe in the success of your
undertakings, believe in our civiliza
tion. Fear nothing and no one. Love
your work. And don’t forget to work.
Hope and trust. Keep in touch with
today. Then you cannot fail.—Grit.

Ceremonials Long Part
of V essels’ Launching
The glories of the fleets of Tyre are
described in the Bible; and there are
historical records that recite how re
ligious pomp and ceremony were as
sociated with the ships of ancient
Egypt, R. G. Skerrett writes, in an ar
ticle in the Grace Log, shipping mag
azine. The mythology of that realm is
full of the part played by deities in
watching over its hardy mariners, and
no doubt priestly blessings were be
stowed, upon the ships of state at the
time of launching—at least that was
the assumption of Du Sein and other
historians. At the battle of Salamis,
the Greeks went into the fight just
after the conclusion of religious cere
monies, which consisted of sacrifices
Offered to all the gods and a special
libation to Zeus, the protector, and to
Poseidon, ruler of the seas. In those
days, it was the common custom
among Greeks to name their vessels
after goddesses; and, as a further
propitiation, the launching was made
the occasion of religious ceremony—
wine playing an important part in the
ritual.
A tm o sp h eric P o w er

The Atmospheric railway was a type
of railway used experimentally in the
last century. About 1840 Samuda and
Clegg built a two-mile line from Kings
town to Dalkey, in Ireland. The rail
way was equipped with a pipe between
the rails. On one side a.sort of pis
ton which traveled along the pipe was
a vacuum and on the other side com
pressed air pressure. Set in opera
tion, this moved railway carriages.
The system was also Introduced be
tween London and Croydon and for
short distances on the South Devon
lines. The history of operation ex
tended over about five yCars, but then
the scheme was abandoned. However,
the general idea is used In miniature
in the compresed air or pneumatic
tubes used in department stores for
change carriers.
A n c ie n t P le a su re s

One of the sinful amusements of
the past was horse racing, a sport nev
ertheless, thoroughly enjoyed by our
ancestors for nearly 300 years. Hemp
stead plains, on Long island, had a
natural race course back in 1668. But
the sport which on village streets and
roadways was a hazard, was much
frowned upon, and many towns passed
anti-racing laws, which set as a fine
the value of the race horse, as given
by its owner, for racing “within onehalf mile of where the court is sit
ting,” or “within eighty rods of the
town pump.” In the case of dog fights,
it was merely a matter of winning, for
the man who lost was fined five times
the amount.—“From Here to Yonder,”
by Marion Nicholl Rawson.
F o r C u t G lass V ases

Cut glass vases sometimes become
stained badly and the stains are found
difficult to remove. The most effec
tive method of removing them, says
the Manchester (England) Guardian,
is to use tea leaves which have just
been soaked in hot water. Place the
tea leaves in the vase and fill it up
with warm water. Allow, the water
and leaves to remain in the vase all
night, when^it will be found that the
stain will wash off easily. Should the
stains prove particularly stubborn, a
little vinegar will be found effective.
T ru e S y m p ath y

Passive sympathy or fellow-feeling
is nothing but sentiment; it does not
cheer the depressed; it does not com
fort the afflicted; it does not “visit
the fatherless” ; it does not clothe the
naked; it does not feed the hungry.
Genuine sympathy must be active,
real, positive and practical; it must
cheer, comfort, heal, clothe and feed.
As Dean Farrar put it, “If love shows
not itself in deeds of love, then our
Christianity is heathenism, and our re
ligion a delusion and a sham.”—D. F.
Griffiths.

“Those who are taking up singing,” says a well-known
vocalist, “should not begin too early.” Nor, we should like to add,
should they continue too late.—Punch (London). Every once in awhile something big comes along to start the
American people thinking. Then comes some little thing to stop
them.—Dunbar’s Weekly Phoenix.
If the various governments continue to raise* taxes, we can’t.—
Thomaston (Ga.) Times.
In the orchards of Democracy, plums fall in the early spring.
—Cincinnati Times Star.

Evidently Governor Roosevelt isn’t going to stick his arms
into the hair shirt until he is obliged to.—Detroit Free Press.

We are prone to regard the multi
plicity of laws as a distinctly modern
phenomenon, as though anything is
ever new. At a dinner party in the
home of Prince Nikolai Andreyitch,
choleric old character in Tolstoy’s fa
mous novel, “War and Peace,” the
prince is made to say: “Yonder in
(St.) Petersburg, everybody is writ
ing not only ‘notes,’ but new laws, all
the time. My Andryusha has been
scribbling a whole volume of laws for
Russia there.” This was In the early
part of the Nineteenth century, short
ly before Napoleon’s disastrous in
vasion of Russia, and the lawmakers
are still at it.—St. Louis Post-Dis
patch.
W ashing th e M oon

Nara, the ancient capital of Japan,
which is quickly reached by train or
auto from Asako, Kobe or Yyoto, fur
nishes much to excite wonder and in
terest, especially at the Deer park, the
temples and the great museum, which
has no equal in the Orient. The golden
and silver pavilions, the summer pal
aces of retired princes, set in beauti
ful gardens, whose beauty is enhanced
by pools with goldfish, and a “Wash
the Moon” cascade, in which the moon
is reflected in the waterfall, which in
the days of old Japan was believed to
keep the moon bright and clean, are
lovely, '
Speed

A man was driving his baby car
along a country road when a huge rac
ing car shot by like a whirlwind and
went out of sight in a cloud of dust.
Some two hours later the racing
driver, who had stopped for lunch a
few miles down the road, was sur
prised to see the baby car just arriv
ing. He hailed the driver: “I passed
you a mile or so back, didn’t I? You’ve
been a long time getting here.”
“Well,” said the other sheepishly,
“you passed me so quickly that I
thought I’d stopped, and I got out to
see what was the matter.”—London
Tatler.
T housands L ive A float

A good place to see sampans is
from the deck of your liner as it
journeys from Hongkong up the Chu
Klang or Pearl river to Canton, China,
says a traveler. The river and canals
are filled with ancient and modern
craft, and among the former are in
numerable sampans. The sampan is a
small boat with a curved shelter in
the center. It is said that fully 200,000 people are born and live and die
in these boats, rarely coming ashore.

Georgia, unheard
from since he hopped off in an at
tempted flight to Africa in 1927,. has
been reported alive in the interior of
Brazil. An expedition plans to search
for him in the jungles.

Reginald Root, Yale ’26, of LeRoy,
N. Y., and an assistant coach under
Malvin A. Stevens, now retired, has
been made 'ootball coach at Yale in
a move to bring the Blue back to top
gridiron rating.

■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■IK
PURE M ILK AND CREAM

BUTTERMILK
COTTAGE CHEESE

For Sale in Collegeville by
Trees have always held an impor
J
.
L.
BECHTEL
j
■
Yeagle
& Poley
A. C. Ludwig
tant place in the imagination of primi
tive man. This special regard for
■ Collegeville Bakery A. Loughin
trees is not restricted to African races,
J. Leckie
■
■■
but appears in the art and mythology
T
In
Trappe:
of almost every nation. In the growth
Collegeville, P a.
*
of a tree than saw a resemblance to
■ Horace Bean and George Kutra
his own life. Their age-long existence
was to him a symbol of immortality.
Modern Funeral Home for
J. ARTHUR NELSON
It is not surprising, therefore, that
Patrons
tree worship goes back to the earliest
ROYERSFORD, PA.
times, and one of the established tra
Stop
driver
or phone 512.
X
Phone:
30
*
ditions among the ancients was that of
*
*
a World Tree. 1
**************************

FUNERAL DIRECTOR I

S helley’s B u ria l

“Shelley’s body,” says “The Diction
ary of National Biography,” “was cast
ashore near Viareggio on July 18,
1822, and, after having been buried
for some time in the sand, was on
August 16, in the presence of Byron,
Hunt and Trelawney, cremated to al
low; the interment of the ashes at
Rome. This took place on December
7, immediately under the pyramid of
Caius Cestius. The heart, which would
not burn and had been snatched from
the flames by Trelawney, was given to
Mary Shelley and is in the keeping
of her family.”

min

TH E CLA M ER
is the only OIL BURNER that prevents cold air
from passing over heating surface of boiler
between periods of operation.
(Patent applied for)
Saving in fuel up to 25% over burners without this improvement.
Installation made in any furnace,
in any weather in a few hours.
The severest part Of the winter
and the treachorous weather of
early spring are still ahead of
you.
Why battle along with old fash
ioned unreliable coal heating?
■Why put up with dirt, dust, la
bor, responsibility and worry?
Why not have the assurance of
perfect peace of mind that a re
liable automatic Clamer Burner
will bring.

Get in touch with us, phone 107
Collegeville, Pa., and have our
representative make a survey to
tell you the facts. It costs noth
ing for this survey, and- it will
clear up many misconceptions.
You can figure your cost with
. our burner the same as coal at
$7.00 per ton.

Installed complete
Less Tank

OO

GEO. F, CLAMER
340=342=344 Main Street, COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■I

Here is just what you have
been waiting for

nS Trm
rj
O R E S CO.

Real Old Fashioned

sFiCTtrer

VANILLA

Big 19c Sale

Aged in Wood
in

27c, 49c, 98c
and

$1.78

bottles

A real money-saving Sale that will interest
thrifty homekeepers. All items are from our
regular stocks—over fifty splendid values at
‘marvelous special prices. Shop and Save.
Where Quality Counts and Your Money Goes Furthest

The finest Vanilla in the'
country. You positively can
not be without this fine
vanilla.
Your Prescriptions filled
just as the Doctor wants them
—Right.
Give us a call on the phone
for any of your Drug Needs.
We will deliver anywhere.
Phone Collegeville 222 and
227.

WINKLER
The Collegeville Druggist
5th & Reading Pike Collegeville

We Can
Save You Money

W. F.KULP

Tic ASCO Chocolate Flavored
Pudding or ASCO Gelatine

25c Pickwick Plain Sweet
or Sweet Mixed

AND

SCHUYLKILL ANTHRACITE
CANNAL AND BITUMINOUS

COAL
Best G rades>

^TO PPERS
.RAINEY-WOOD

Desserts 4 pkgs 19c!

Pickles qt„S“ 19c

Each

16-oz tumbler
big can
p t jar
lb can

ASCO Pure Jellies
25c ASCO Fruit Salad
25c Acme Best Honey
ASCO Baking Powder

19c
Finest i
* 19c
Sugar Corn 2 “n

asco

Crushed, Golden, Bantam, Shoepeg or Country Gentleman.
ASCO Ginger Ale
Grapefruit Juice
ASCO Q. i f f Tapioca
Florida Grapefruit
Old Dutch 'Cleanser
Mason’s Shoe Polish
Handi-Roli Steel Wool
cans, pkgs
or bots

Wet Pack Shrimp
Best Pink Salmon
13c Princess Cocoa
j Imported Currants
Quiksuds Soap Chips
Vienna Style Sausage
S: O. S. (The magic cleaner)
cans or I Q
pkgs
JL * /C

S

19c

Victor Sliced
Bread Wrapped loaf O C
The economy loaf.

ASCO Tomato Soup
Phillips Delicious Vegetable Soup
ASCO Beans with Pork
Phillips Delicious Tomato Soup
ASCO Pure Tomato Juice

\

4

Your
Choice

V
(
J

cans

[9c

1

Two pkgs ASCO Buckwheat or Pancak e
All
for
Is S x a M e

Flour
LEHIGH ANTHRACITE

No. 2 cans

Take advantage of these special prices.

Phone Phoenixville 6321
Spring City, R. D. No. 2

(>/}/VUMt/lC,

>

Wrapped H/ *
ioaf
• ^
Sliced or Unsliced.

Give us a call on yotir next
job and be convinced. Service
anywhere.

3
1iyQ/.
c

'

Bread
~
Supreme

Cesspool and Toilet
Excavating

/y

Your Choice

Choice Stringless Beans
9c Cooked Red Beets
Mixed Vegetables
9c Tender Lima Beans
Crushed Sugar Corn

2

on

F o u n d ed F airfield A cadem y

Nestled in the foothills of the Adirondacks, ten miles north of Little
Falls, is the cradle of medical educa
tion in central New York. Here at
the Fairfield academy, in 1809, the
first series of medical lectures were
given. This school trained many of
the saddlebag doctors and its success
prompted the establishment of a school
at Geneva in 1834.

We see th e women still are. demand,
ing their rights. Who’s got ’em, any.
way? The husbands haven't any, the
States haven’t any and the pedestrians
haven’t any. We don’t know of any.
body but the dear ladies who have
rights any more.—Cincinnati
quirer.

**************************
*

R ev eren ce fo r T rees

O f th e M u ltip licity o f Law s

The outward character and conduct
—the whole moral life with all its in
ward experiences and outward mani
festations—ilk inward spirit and its
outward influence, is but the outflowinjg of development of- the silent
thoughts, the secret feelings, and the
hidden principles the heart has cher
ished and quickened from the germ
into maturity, and blossoming and
fruitage. A person’s characteristics,
and their consequence to himself and
to society, all have their beginning in
the sentiments, thoughts, feelings, as
the flowing stream and rolling river
issue from the highland spring. Hence
the extreme necessity of a careful,
constant vigilance over the secret
workings of the heart and the silent
musings of the soul.

R eported m Jungle

Your speedometer shows you have
gone 25,000 miles. Been taking some
long tours ? ” “No, the 5000 is the dis
tance I have covered going back and
forth to the office and the other 20,000 the distance I have covered look
ing for parking places.”—Cincinnati
Enquirer.
A scientist says if a bee is first
frightened it will not sting. Remem
ber this and .when you approach a bee
always flourish a large horse pistol.—
New Orleans States.

Harvard scientists, digging into the
white-flowered bogs and the green
hills of the Irish countryside, uncov
ered archeological remains which open
up a new vista of ancient Irish his
tory and may lead to establishing defi
nitely the racial identity of,hitherto
almost mythical early Inhabitants of
O dd W illi
Brin, Willard de Rue writes, in the
Oliver Bright of Tennessee wrote his
Boston Herald.
Remains of an early pre-Celtic peo will on a celluloid collar and it was
ple, some possibly of 4,000 or more granted probate and duly executed.
years ago, have been uncovered in a There are many instances of queer
great series of box-like tombs upon wills written on insignificant things.
the Hill of Slaughter, in the Shannon The back of a mirror, a road map, a
valley. W ith. them has been found a portrait, a railway ticket, cuffs of
relic of the Bronze age, which sci dress shirts, an egg shell and even
the soles of shoes have been used for
entists estimate, began 2000 B. C.
Great numbers of human bones that writing wills dealing with most valu
had been burned upon funeral pyres able properties.
before the dawn of the- Christian era,
Two men refused to compromise a
some of them enclosed in pottery urns
of remote design, also reposed in the dicerenee and took it to court. The
great underground mausoleum of the jury brought, in a peculiar verdict. “It
ancients.
was a Compromise,” the foreman ex
plained.—Louisville Courier-Journal.

S e c re t T h o u g h ts

Wilfred J. Funk, lexicographer, listing ten most beautiful
words, omitted “payday”.—Mobile Register.

Paraguay has decided that its cause is too just to be decided by
an impartial tribunal.—Dallas News.

New Light Thrown on
Ancient Irish History

M an’s W eakness

A man who is so minded may resist
many things. He can stop drinking
and staying out nights. He may, as a
matter of ethics and fairness, over
come the temptation to give himself
the best of it.
To a considerable extent he can hold
in check his disposition to give per
formances for the benefit of the la
dies. He can break himself of the
habit of talking about his children.
But he always succumbs to the oppor
tunity to give advice.—Philadelphia
Public Ledger.

19c

SyraP

Crisco (The Vegetable Shortening)
lb can
13c Farmdale Lima Beans
2 cans
12 %c ASCO Pure Jellies
, 2 tumblers
ASCO Cider or White Distilled Vinegar
2 bots
17c Libby’s Sliced Pineapple
2 big cans

np

•

|

Tntzels

The Extra
S

2

lb

t te r

1

19c
19c
19e
19c
29c

9c

29c Princess Cotton Floor Mops
eqch 19c
Sani-Flush
can 19c
Safety Matches 2 pkgs 19c
P and G Soap 6 cakes 19e Dish’ Cloths
6 for 19c
Camay Soap 4 cakes 19c
Brillo
3 pkgs 19c
25c O ’Cedar W ax Cream Polish
bot 19c
F R E E : One small package of Chipso

j
!

with 6very
purchase
of
large 1 Q
pkg -X

Flakes or
Chipso ( Granules
)
Enjoyed by f
asco T E A S Thousands
•
%-lb
Black or Mixed p
kg9c • pkg 17 c
pkg
Light, fragrant blends of mild teas, mostly Formosa Oolong.

N O N E G E N U IN E W IT H O U T T N I8 0 I A 1

\

or India Ceylon

15c :*? 29c

Rich, full-flavored blends with charming aroma.
lb

Pride of Killarney ptgb 17c . tin 65c
We will appreciate the op=
portunity to supply your
heating needs.

W
. H. Gristock’s Sons

“Georgia peach crop worth eight
millions,” a correspondent boasts. We
know some young men up this way
Collegeville, Pa.
who think Pennsylvania peaches worth
more than that.—Harrisburg Tele ■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■!■■■■
graph,
*

100% India Tea. Makes more cups per pound.

ASCO is on the Air—Three Big Program s
9:30 A. M.—ASCO Orchestra-—M orning Musicale
12:15 P. M.—Dr. Springer’s H ealth Forum
6:45 P. M.—ASCO.Orchestra—Dinner Music
Station W CAU—Morning—Noon—N ight
THESE PRICES EFFECTIVE
IN OUR COLEEGEVILLE STORE

WISE AND OTHERWISE
Columbia’s football players recent^
ly found employment as nursemaids
to the young sons of wealthy New
York families. The men owe their
new occupation to the panic which
followed the Lindbergh kidnapping.
’ * H* * *
At Connecticut College the use of
rouge and lipstick is a distinctly sen
ior privilege. That would be one way
of telling the seniors from the fresh
men.
* * * *
From the Gettysburgian we under
stand th at only a few days ago one
brother said to another: “If brains
were ink you could not even make a
period.” A moment later—“You
may think th at that was witty, but
the man who wrote “Snowbound” was
Whittier.”

WISE AND OTHERWISE
Journal Seems to Make
An English professor a t Cornell in
Point for “Sideburns”
formed his class that he had discover
“There
is
no such word as side
ed an essay which had being copied
word for word from the preface of a burns,” says a learned correspondent,
text book not used by that class. With- objecting to our use of this “verbal
utmost severity he ordered the offend conglomeration" in place of the older
er to see him after class, adding that he phrases “burnsides,” “sideboards” and
would omit the mentioning of the per “mutton chops,” We accept, with
son’s name in the classroom if the grateful Interest, his account of the
student would present himself. After genealogy of the phrase, but we deny
the dismissal he found himself face to its illegitimacy. The family tree which
he gives establishes the purity of its
face with five individuals.
pedigree; and even without such im
* * H* *
The students a t Amherst bet on the pressive family papers we insist that
number of the hymn to be called for- a word is a word if it is used as a
word.
in chapel.
“Mutton chops” dates back to the
* * * *
Temple University News tells us early Gladstonian era, according to
that when a college man grows a the compendious but somewhat out
mustache it tickles his Vanity—and dated new English dictionary. “Side
board” is venerable enough to havesometimes she doesn’t like it.
attained notice in Webster’s American
dictionary; but neither "burnsides”
nor “sideburns” appears in either of
these repositories of etymological wis
dom. It may be, as our correspond
ent suggests, that General Burnside’s
tonsorial vagaries led to the substitu
tion of his name, during the Civil war,
for the earlier phrase “sideboard,” and
tt ■* “sideburns” is merely a confused
rendering of the old general's name.
But the phrase stuck; it is the cur
rent usage today; and we stalwartly
maintain that it is usage and not an
cestry which gives meaning to a word.
“Mutton chops” are seldom seen today,
but the phrase is well understood;
“sideboards” has gone out; “bumsides” is almost forgotten; the man
in the street says and understands
“sideburns.” “Sideburns” they are.—
New York Herald Tribune.

Q m e U iy
in

Copperhead Not Really
Vicious in Its A ttacks

^w rH ER E are a great many ways to do a job of printing; but
C tl
quality printing is only done one way—THE BEST. We
do commercial printing of all kinds in our Job Department
and we do it the QUALITY WAY at reasonable prices. Let us
help you plan your next printing job—name cards, business cards,
envelopes, billheads, letterheads, programs, tickets, posters, an
nouncements, folders, pamphlets or booklets. Typography and
quality of paper “make a difference.’ Price estimates furnished.

: The general horror of the copper
head snake grows in part from the
false belief that this snake is a vic
ious reptile which attacks quickly and
without warning. This is only true in
part.
The copperhead will attack
without warning, unlike its relative
the rattlesnake, but it will, not at
tack unless disturbed and then is by
no means swift in its action,
j The real danger from copperheads
lies in the possibility of coming in
contact with it when picking some
object from fhe ground or reaching
into bushes where the eye cannot fol
low the hand. The snake In reality
is sluggish. Its usual habitat is damp
areas plentifully supplied with rocks.
For food, it turns chiefly to field mice.
The distribution of the copperhead
Is fairly general, although it is most
plentiful in the New England states.
In other areas it is known as the cop
per belly, the pilot, the red-eye and
the red adder.

“ S ty ?
COMMERCIAL PRINTING DEPARTMENT
Phone 24
Collegeville, Pa.

31

JOIN the growing family of “The Independent” readers.
Spicy editorial comment on local and national topics; all
the local news stories; sports; a review of the Perkiomen
valley, county, state and general news; the Philadelphia market
report and a snort story every week. You can not make a better 3cent investment. Phone us your news—Collegeville 24. Adver
tising in “The Independent” Pays—you read this adver.; the other
fellow will read yours!

Advertise in The Independent

The Fable of the
Vacation at Home
$
By GEORGE ADE
© by M cC lure N e w sp a p e r S y n d icate.
W N U S ervice

all our First Families as set down In
Dun and Bradstreet. As a further
Preventive of Ennui I will have a Col
ored Boy in a Blue Uniform come and
stand in front of you every few Min
utes. For no Reason w h a te v e r you
will hand him Two Bits. Or, if you
wish to hear him say ‘Thank you,’ it
will be advisable to slip him One
Buck.”
“That is not my Idea of a Lark,”
said she, “hiring Bell Hops to go
away.”

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
JJR. RUSSELL b . h u n s b e r g e r

DENTIST
COLLEGEVILLE, Pa. X-Ray Examina
tions. Gas Administered. Office Hours:
9 tov 5, daily. Wednesdays 9 to 12.
Phone*—141.
[JR. FRANK BRANDRETH

DENTIST
ROYERSFORD, PA.

Y e a g le

&

S P E C I A L S
T h is T hursday, Friday and S atu rd ay

Practical Dentistry

at honest prices.
NGE there was a Business Slave
N. B. C. C a k e S p e c ia l !
Just a Good Idea Gone Wrong.
whose much Better Half was
“It isn’t any one’s Idea of a Lark 'J'HOMAS HALLMAN
all feverish to pick up and go
Brown Edge W a fe rs ........................................... . l b 29c
as far South as the Tickets but it is one of the large incidental
W
heats W orth Self Raising Flour ........ ..... . pkg 10c
Attorney=at=Law
Features.
But
don’t
become
impa
would carry them. She had been
515 gWEDE s i . , NORRISTOWN, PA.
W heats W orth Graham C rack ers............... . pkg 14c
reading those Palm-Tree Ads which tient. You haven’t heard the Half of
At my residence, next door to National
show an Improved Garden of Eden it, As we sit there, basking in the Bank,
Collegeville, every evening.
Ceresota and Gold Medal F lo u r .... ....... 12-lb bag 39c
decorated with the Idle-Rich until she Warmth, I will have several Cuties
was fair Cuckoo. This Woman had a wiggle by In their One-Piece Suits. R OBEBT TRUCKSESS
Boss Pie Flour ................................... ........................ 29c
lurking Desire to see her Picture In This will give you an excuse to say to
Attorney=at=Law
the Rotagravure Section along with a me ‘What are the Young People of
Loose O a tm ea l..................................
Cluster of those camera-shy Celebri these Days coming to?’ Then, in or 519 Swede Street, Norristown, Pa.; Phone
M
other’s Oatmeal .............................
431;
Residence:
Fairview
Village.
Phone
ties wearing that ruddy Facial Tint der to keep right up with you, I will Collegeville 144-R-2.
which can be acquired only •'In the say, ‘I don’t know,’ which will be the
Chicken of the Sea Tuna Fish
............... 17c
Locker Room of a high-class Country Truth, and also about as Important
Club. She wanted to go where Night as most of the Remarks overheard at H. C. SHALLCROSS
Soup B e a n s........................ .........
3 lbs for 10c
was turned Into Day and Day was a Bathing Beach/’
Contractor
and
Builder
Dried
Lima
Beans
......................
2 lbs for 15c
“The Scenario does not appeal to
turned Into a Massage Treatment. She
GRATERFORD, -PA.
10-lb
Bag
Franklin
Sugar
.......
...............
45c
wanted to step out. Such are the me,” said the *Wife, giving him one of
All kinds of buildings erected. Cement
work done. Estimates cheerfully furn
those looks.
Cold Facts In the Case.
Arm
our’s
Pork
and
Beans
.......
............... 05c
“Ah, but you haven’t even yet ished.
Now this Typical American Hus
learned
of
all
the
alluring
Details.
band was disposed to give Sweetie
NOTE THESE BARGAINS!
Jj W. BROW
everything In or out of Reason but Every once in a while I will say to
P.
and
G.
Naphtha
S o a p ..................... 10 cakes for 35c
he was sitting in a Game of High you, ‘I can let you have Five Hundred General Contracting and Con*
5-lb
Box
Arm
our’s
Soap Chips ................................ 3-5c
Feet
with
an
Ocean
Frontage
for
Eight
Finance In which no Player dared to
crete Construction
look out of the Window or wipe his Thousand Dollars a Front Foot',’
Fair
Sex
Toilet
S
o
a
p ............... ........................ 5 for 25c
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Spectacles, leave alone taking a long whereupon you will Yawn and say,Excavating and rigging. Estimates free.
journey. She was afraid to go alone, , ‘No, if I build at all, I want a Big
Maxwell House C offee................
....:.. lb 31c
for fear that someone might take her Place.’ Bear in mind, too, that it is CLMER S. FOLEY
Chase
and
Sanborn
Coffee
..........
........ lb 35c
for a Widow and want to dance with just as easy to send out Colored Post
Contractor and Builder
Snappy Brand Coffee ...................
her. She could not dig up a Female Cards from this synthetic Paradise as
.......lb 21 c
Relative or Acquaintance who wasn’t it would be from any of the Places
TRAPPE PA.
Established 1895.
Phone- 22-R-2
either too Staid and Conservative or you wish to visit. And you don’t have
Clover Bloom B utter ...................
...... lb 31c
Office
calls
preferred
after 6 p. m. Es
else short on Snappy Wardrobe. Be to travel Hundreds of Miles in order to timates furnished.
2|28|lyr
Land
o’
Lakes
B
utter
.................
......
lb 33c
sides, a Party of Two- Persons when eak on the American Plan.
Landes
Creamery
B
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............
......
lb
39c
“I will see to it that while you are JOHN H.-CASSELBERRY
both are acting as Chaperons never
did develop any Excitement, so the on this suppositious Spree you will sub
Heavy End Pork L o in ................
.......lb 12c
sist entirely on small Side Dishes of
whole Situation was very dark.
Surveyor and Conveyancer
Canned Goods and float your Cereal in
.Residence—Cor. Ridge pike and Clear
Center
Cuts
Loin
..........................
Imported Atmosphere.
...... lb 19c
field avenue, Trooper. P. O. address^—R.
The Provider knew that she was Milk which is made by melting a White D. 1, Norristown, Pa.
S
crapple..........
................................
............
3
lbs for 25c
You will be expected %
to com
Sales clerked and all kinds of personal
moping over the Prospect of being Powder.
property and real estate sold on com
plain
about
the
Service.
In
fact,
if
penned up In a $50,000 Prison, with you enter into the Spirit of this Thing, mission.
Armour’s Banquet Hams, whole or shank half lb 12 c
only four Servants to wait on her and wholeheartedly, you will be pleased
A
rm our’s L a r d .............................. ..... :......2 lbs for 15c
no Place to go except Theaters, Mov
gLWOOD L. HOFMASTER
ing Pictures, Musicales, Bridge Par to learn that practically all of the
usual Experience can be manufactured TIN, SLATE AND SLAG ROOFING
ties, Receptions, Dog Shows, Art Ex right
here in the Frozen North.”
GUTTERS AND SPOUTING
hibits and ^Auction Sales of Antique
“Before I married you,” said the
HEATERS AND RANGES
furniture. So he tried to frame up a Good
H am burg Steak ................................................. lb 20c
SECOND AVENUE,’
COLLEGEVILLE,
Woman,
“All
of
my
Relations
Scheme to give her right at home, warned me that yoq were Eccentric Pa. Bell Phone. All work guaranteed.
Lean
Plate M eat .......................^......... ..................lb 10c
some of the celestial Delights of which
she. was being cheated on account of but I do not recall that anyone tipped JOHN F. TYSON
Boneless
P ot R o a s t.................................................. lb 19c
his selfish Ambition to avoid going it off to me that you were plum Gone.”
Round
S
te
a k .............................................................. lb 25c
“I was afraid it wouldn’t go
SLATING AND TtNROOFING
Into Bankruptcy.
through,”
said
he,
very
humbly.
“The
Rump
S
te
a
k ........................
lb 28c
SPOUTING AND HEATER WORK
When he had laid all of his Plans
is I couldn’t work in a long
he divulged them to her as follows: trouble
SECOND
AVENUE,
TRAPPE,
PA.
Work
Standing Rib R o a s t.......................................
lb 25c
Railroad Ride or a Mess of Scandal Guaranteed. Estimates furnished free.
He said It was out of the Question or
employ
a
sufficiently
large
Corps
Phone
4-R-ll.
l|21|lyr.
for them to think of traipsing off to of Gin Peddlers. But cheer up! May
Oranges, Florida Sweet and Juicy .................. doz 25c
the Tropics, but he had fixed It so as be we can go next Year.”
GEORGE F. CLAMER, COLLEGEVILLE
Juicy
G rap efru it.................................. ............. 4 for 25c
to give her most of the Thrills which
“That’s
what
you’ve
said
every
win
PLUMBING
AND
HEATING
Jersey
Sweet P o ta to e s ....................... ..... 3 lbs for 10c
she woulcP get almost anywhere be
ter since the War- By the Time you
ELECTRIC WIRING AND FIXTURES
tween Jacksonville and Panama.
iminiimiiiraiiiiHnniiiinnnniiuiiii
PNEUMATIC WATER SYSTEMS
“Listen, Honey,” he began. “I have get ready, there won’t be Standing
FUEL OIL HEATING SYSTEMS j*
T he Corner Store -:=■ F ifth & M ain S ts .
arranged with Mr. Wilgus of the Wil- Room.”
HARDWARE XAND MILD SUPPLIES.
MORAL:
You
cannot
get
a
Sun
gus Floral Company to get the use of stroke out of a Radiator.
P hone 2
COLLEGEVILLE
their large Conservatory. We can sit
ALVIN S. BUTLER
under the high Dome and be entirely
surrounded by Palms, Rubber Plants Porters’ Hats Made to
Plumbing, Heating and
and Orange Trees. The Temperature
W ithstand Hard W ear
Electric Wiring Installed
will be well above Ninety, so we can
How would you like -to work in a
wear our very lightest June Stuff, in
Seventeen years experience.
cluding the Sailor Straws and White hat weighing ten pounds and studded 801 Main street, COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Phone: 266-R-2.
Shoes. When we get thoroughly Steam- all over with knobby brass-headed
heated and are surrounded by all of nails? This is the headgear worn by JJARRY M. PRICE
that equatorial '<Vegetation, the Illu-' Billingsgate fish porters, and it was
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
A great painter was once
sion will be so convincing that we can not chosen merely for its natty ap
Painter and Paper-hanger
pearance.
asked with what he mixed
very well imagine ourselves to be away
Ave., COLLEGEVILLE, Pa. EsA fish porter carries everything on his College
his colors. “With BRAINS,”
off yonder In the dreamy Southland
timates and samples furnished. Good
Has Come Through Every Panic
he replied.
which Is now just as dreamy as any head; some of them think nothing of Work, right prices.
Since 1871
a
load
of
a
couple
of
hundredweight
Boiler Factory you ever listened to.”
“Yon are certainly mapping out a of fish boxes. To withstand these yylLLIAM M. ANDES
F it t in g G la s s e s s
Gay Time for me,” said the Skeptical weights the fish porter wants a strong
Painting
and
Paper=hanging
hat,
and
he
sees
that
he
gets
it.
All
Missus. “What would be the big idea
AND
Requires both brains and
PA* Work guaranteed. Paper
in sitting under a lot of sheltering of them, come from, one little shop, TRAPPE,
pains.
Perhaps
you
have
hanging
a
specialty.
Samples
furnished
more than two hundred and fifty free.
Palms for Hours at a. Time?”
2|17|lyr
Already learned this by ex
years old, which stands in the market.
, Fish, J?zz, and Bell-Hops.
perience. If so, you will
Every
hat
is
made
to
measure
on
a
**************************
“You forget,” he reminded her.
JO H N A. ZAHND
more readily appreciate the
“You forget that about once an Hour special block, and to complete one
pains-taking, conscientious
means
a
couple
of
days’
hard
work
for
Watch
and
Clock
Plumbing
& H eating
yon would retire to a small Apart
service supplied; fit
ment furnished with a Pine Bed the maker. Three layers of stout
-Residence: Evansburg, Fa.
Repairing
stead, two Chairs and a Calendar and leather are sewn together by hand
P. O. Address, Collegeville, R. D. 1
with
the
strongest
thread.
Then
to
make a complete Change of Costume,
Plione: Collegeville 255-R-2
I. F. HATFIELD
make
assurance
doubly
sure,
about
clear down to the Rigging. I have ar
ranged to build Into the Hot House half a pound of brass nails and rivets
8 Glenwood Avenue,
Optometrists and Opticians
an accurate Replica of the usual Bed are used.—London Tit-Bits.
**************************
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
%
*A
726 CHESTNUT STREET
room at the typical Tourist Hotel. I
J.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
X
A. B. PARKER & BRO.
*
have even gone so far as to order a
C re d it f o r S team C alliope
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Cake of everlasting Soap and alter the
Invention of the calliope is credit **************************
Optometrists
Plumbing so that the Tub can be filled, ed to F. L. Calliope, a Frenchman, by
Examination Hours
the same Day. I may have some “Uncle” Bog Sherwood, one of Bar206 I) oKalb Street, Norristown, Pa. *
9 a. m. to 5.30 p. m.
trouble In locating any Mosquitoes, num’s clowns, in his book, “Hold Your
*
j»
but If they are to be had, you will get Horses.”
Monday
evenings
until
9
(Successor to F. W. SHALKOP) *
**************************
them. Also, the Setting will be so
“So far as is kifown,” Sherwood
contrived that, by looking in any Di writes, “this man (Calliope) made the
FUNERAL DIRECTOR
%
rection, you will see a Stuffed, Fish. first steam calliope, which naturally
In the Semi-Distance, half concealed bore his name. That was almost 200
TRAPPE,’ PA.
|
by the luxuriant Growth, will be Win years ago. It was then a collection
No
effort
spared
to
meet
the
£
dow Dummies draped in late and ex of steam whistles and took two per
fullest
expectations
of
those
who
jjj
pensive and exceedingly brief Gowns sons to operate it. They worked ropes
engage my services.
of the most summery Description. attached to the valves of the whistles.
Harry S. Whitman, assistant. If
Yen can see what my Thought is—to One played the bass whistles, the oth
1
provide you with every possible Re er the treble. Then along about 75
Bell Phone 320.
minder of an overcrowded Caravan years ago a New Englander, Josiah C.
i
sary at the Height of a hectic Sea Stoddfer, introduced the piano key **************************
son.”
board on the calliope. His mode]
“It doesn’t sound like much,” per was pretty much what we have to
sisted his wife. “Am I supposed to day.”
sleep in the Room during this imag
inary Visit to the Land of Sunshine?”
J u s t B etw een F in an ciers
“You know it! And you will have
A
well-dressed
swung into
one Pillow which will be all right un stride with Jack onman
the boulevard.
less you happen to get it Into your
“Four years ago,” he began without
Ear. What’s more, I will see to it preliminaries,
“I had $25,000.”
that many giggling Night-Hawks stand
“Is that so?” said Jack. “I didn’t
outside of your Door and talk most of have more than $1,000. I congratulate
/
the Night. Everything Is going to, be
you and hope you still have it.”
Realistic.
“I haven’t,” said the other gloomily.
“While I am going through with this
lost all of It. Could you spare me
idiotic Performance, am I supposed to a“I nickel
to buy a cup of coffee?”
meet any People or Indulge in Con
“I’m afraid not,” said Jack judicial
versation,” She inquired.
would like to, but a man who
“That has all been provided for. ly. “Ihad
that much and lost it is not
While you are sitting there among the has
to
be
trusted
with money.”—Detroit
Cocoa-Nuts I will turn loose one of
News.
these new-fangled Talking Machines
which is just twice as. loud as Paul
M istakes
Whiteman. It is impossible to Chat
Take no chances with
When you make a mistake, don’t
in the Presence of Jazz, so you, will be
look back at it long. Take the reason
fire-sickness-thieves!
just as well off as if you were entirely
surrounded by the Elite of Omaha, of the things into your own mind, and
The farm home needs the
South Bend and New York City. As then look forward. Mistakes are les
sons
of
wisdom.
.
.
.
The
past
can
protection of a
a Substitute for the Talk which Is
usual at every Center ipt Gaiety I not be changed. The future Is yet in
Step in for compltete details of this great new
TELEPHONE
will permit you to read the Ratings of your power.

■

Finest Quality Meats

Perkiomen Valley
Mutual Fire Insurance Co.

BRAINS and
PAINS

WAR 1 /
C O JTTLY

P o le y

,s Safe and Sound

. . . . A n ENORMOUS part of the
total sum of taxes which flow from the pockets of
Average Men into the Federal treasury is sent forth
again to pay for past and future wars, i. e., for
Destruction and Waste . . .
A far smaller sum from those self-same pockets
through channels of trade is sufficient to provide the
great conveniences of Public Utility services, which
have transformed life in every home and factory,
shop and office, and on thousands of farms . . .
Utility services, electrical and gas, are constructive
forces. They have proved of importance to the whole
business structure during this present economic
era. Their stabilizing value is now more widely
recognized than ever before.

P h il a d e l p h ia
E lectric C o m p a n y
A Pioneer in Voluntarily Establishing Low Rates For All Electric Service

This Debt Repudiation Has~Gotta’ Stop

=By Albert T. Reid

Wait a mjuute , tellow ;Now You Jus’ ti*.y To

(

F £.06 oki What You

OWE ME AUD IT'S
FINISH FOR. Y o y / ,

/ /

HE OWES ’at G u y
tew

cents

aw o

HE’S TR-YiwG

to
G IT O U T O F IT.

HAUSSMANN &G0.

S CHARLES J. FRANKS |

All the Facts
about
the

NEW

FORD
V=8

WISE AND OTHERWISE
A University of Michigan professor,
hunting for new animal parasites, was
examining hides of Alaskan grizzly
bears, when to his surprise he found
flakes of gleaming gold in the thick
fur of the bears.
* * * *
One member of the Senior class at
Haverford 'offered to donate the chesnut trees whch his class plans to give
the college. Much excited at the dis
play of class spirit, the president talk
ed with the would-be donor. - Ex
pecting that the trees were ready to
be transplanted to . the permanent
abode on the campus', he asked how
many there were, all of which he had,
you must admit, a perfect right to do.
“They are still chestnuts,” said the
helpful college student.
* .* * *
In a modern European history class
a co-ed was asked who Karl Mane was.
She stumbled for the answer a min
ute, and then with a bright expression
replied—“Oh, I know, he’s the one
who plays the harp.”

Just as an everyday con
venience it is well worth
its low cost. In emergen
cies it is priceless.

•

car th at gives you everything you can want
in an automobile.
Prices so attractive th at there will soon be a
long waiting list. Orders now taken, deliverie s made in rotation.

<
!R.uraL telephone rates are
low . . . G all or write the
B U SIN ESS OFFICE

-S a l e s

LA N D ES MOTOR CO.
Being named ^ “England’s Queen
of Beauty” is an honor to thrill any
g irl. . . but when such an award car
ries a $2,000 cash prize, then one
would be.as happy as Miss Laura
WildA o f London . . . who won.

Yerkes
A subscription to The Independent
is $1.50 well spent.

- - Collegeville

NEWS FROM OAKS

NEWS FROM TRAPPE
(Continued from page 1)

COLLEGEVILLE HIGH LOSES
TWO TO LOWER MORELAND

RAMBLING AT RANDOM
(Continued from page 1)

.intending to walk to Collegeville and
report the theft to the Highway pa.trol. Fortunately a patrolman hap
pened along about that time on his
motorcycle and the theft was reported
to him. The patrolman set out at top
speed for the barracks to broadcast
the alarm. However when, he got to
headquarters the discovery was made
that a oar answering Triesbach’s des
cription had been reported - abandon
ed on Fern avenue by a passerby (no.
name mentioned) just a short time
before. And the patrolmen had sent
th e Landis Motor Company tow car
after it. So it wasn’t long until Mr.
Triesbach had his car gafely back
again. George says parking along the
Skippaek creek is getting to .be about
as bad as the parking situation in
Philadelphia.

Mr. and Mrs. Conrad VanLandeghen
Miss Annabelle Plank of Limerick
The Collegeville high school basket,
gave a party in honor of Miss Clara and'Aaron Tyson and Jacob Tyson of
Maxwell, neice of Mrs. VanLandeg- this borough were guests at the home ball to m s traveled to Lower More
hen, on Saturday evening. —The fol of Rev. and Mrs.. J. K. Bowers and land on Friday evening where both
the boys and girls to m s were de
lowing guests being present: Misses
feated. The Lower Moreland high
Mary Force, Clara Crossman, Edith family on Sunday.
boys took .the big end of a 26-21 score
The
Ladies
Auxiliary
of
the
Trappe
Detwiler, Ida Brower, Mary Keeler,
Anna Weaver, Elizabeth Grimley and Fire Company will hold a public card while the L. M. lassies defeated the
the hostess, Miss Clara Maxwell, party on Wednesday evening, Jan C. H. S. girls 39-22? The boys score
IF YOU desire something big you w ill’find your
Lewis Contestabile, Richard Zeigler, uary 25, at the fire hall. Tickets 35 at half time favored L. M. 14-10
while the girls score was 30-10 also in
self working towards that end, and in a sensible
Joseph Wilhelm, Ed. O’Brien, Russell cents.
and systematic manner.
the home teams favor.
Force, Joseph Detwiler, Abram Walk
Augustus Lutheran Church
The loss for the C. H. S. girls was
er, Charles Johnson, Custer Mosser,
YOU WILL find yourself economizing and saving
The Pastor’s Aid Society of Augus the first reverse of the Montco league
and Leroy Maxwell.
money that you spent before .on trilling and use
tus Lutheran Church will meet .Satur season; but the local boys sustained
less things.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Jones enter day, January 14 at 2 p. m. The mission the third straight Montco setback.
tained the following guests on Sun study topic, “China—The Family” will
This Friday evening the C. H. S.
YOU WILL have a bank account, which system
day: Mr. and Mrs. Harry Frederick, be conducted by Mrs. W. 0. Fegely. basketball teams will play Hatfield
will help you keep track of your income and out
Souderton, Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Swartz At this session the new mission study high, at home, on the Arcadia floor at
go, and will show at ail timess the money you have
and son of Telford and Mr. and Mrs. book “Facing The Future in Indian 7.30 p. m. There will be a boys and
on hand.
Harry Troutman and family of near Missions,” will be introduced by MrS. girls game.
Upper Providence Square.
AS YOUR surplus grows, your hoipes will be proEarl B. Moyer who will review this
COLLEGEVILLE
portionately brighter.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvon Keefer, whose book at future meetings.
Oliver Lentz, a Reading lawyer,
FeG. FIG. FIT. Pts.
“
”
The winter meeting of the Historical Sommers, f __ .. 2
home was recently destroyed by fire,
wrote
a
story,
his
first,
and
sold
it
to
4
7
3
has been rebuilt. They took possession Society of Augustus Lutheran Church
the
“Liberty”
magazine.
It
is
en
7
3
3
Godshall, f ........ . . . 2
will be held ip the Sunday school room Allebach, c . . . . . . . 1
on Wednesday.
5 titled, “Stubborn Heads.” The narra
3
7
Frank Poley of Philadelphia is of the church on Saturday, February Yeagle, g ........ .. 0
2 tive involves a Pennsylvania German
2
2
spending a couple of weeks with Mr. 4 at 2.30 p. m. At this occasion the Quay, g ........... . . . 0
0’ husband and wife, who although liv
0
0
history of the borough since its cor Zimmerman, f . . . . 0
and Mrs. Bertram Ashenfelter.
0 ing together, did not Speak- to each
0
0
other for 12 years. They always ad
Mrs. Hannah Biggam, Mr. and Mrs. poration, and places of former histor
Francis1Henderson and Wm. H. Levis ic value within its bounds will be the
11 16 21 dressed their pet dog. The writer
T o ta ls............ . . . 5
displays a keen knowledge of the
motored to Nazareth on Saturday and theme of the program.
LOWER MORELAND
Pennsylvania Dutch traits. If someone
Pts.
FIT.
spent the day with Mr. and Mrs.
St. Luke’s Reformed Church
FeG. FIG
8 were to read the yarn out loud, trans
6
2
Joseph Levis.
Regular services will be held in St, Flack, f .......... . . . 3
8 lated into the “Dutch” dialect, it wobld
7
,2
On Monday evening the directors of Luke’s Church on Sunday a t 10.05 a. Stalford, f . . . . . . . . 3
Prices will be up next spring but now
1
5 be worth traveling miles to hear.
1
the Peerless Paper Co., held a business m. The pastor will preach on the sub Gersh, c ............ .... 2
l!iB
1
3
1
meeting in the office of the company. ject, “Good Times for Testing.” Ser Fesmire, g ........ . . . 1
Suppose everybody joined in the
you buy at reductions on 1932 low
1
1
1
Mrs." Charles Crosscup of Philadel vice at 7.30 p. m., subject, “The Men Meyers, g ........ . . . 0
movement recently agitated by an
1
1
1
phia spent Friday with Mrs. Harry ace of the Movies.” Sunday school at Saint, g ........... . . . 0
FOR SALE—Electric Cake Mixer, “Sun
element of nearby farmers to nulify
IN MEMOHIUM
levels for the finest quality clothes at
beam Mix Master,” new, never used.
9 o’clock. Young Peoples meeting at
Crosscup.
sheriff sales with duress? Such “re
In loving memory of Jacob A. Buck- Price $13.00. Mail replies to P. O. Box
26
8
17
.
.
.
9
T
o
ta
ls...........
l-12-3t
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac G. Price enter 7.45 p. m.
volutionary” methods would wreck waiter who departed this life on January 138, Collegeville.
the lowest prices since the war.
Referee—Kneezel.
The Catechetical Class will meet on
tained on Sunday Mr. and Mrs. Frank
our whole credit system.
Honest 9th, 1932. Sadly missed by his wife and
Thursday
a
t
7
p.
m,
Michener of this place, Oscar Price of
Lower Moreland pos.
Collegeville thinking men are in sympathy with, son.
TIMELY PRODUCTS—Insure
your
The annual congregational meeting Horlacker . . . .forward’. . . . . . Keyser and trying to help, the Harassed farm
wheat against further shrinkage by fly
Collingswood and Miss Tessie Kavalec
destruction.
One
can
C-bisulphide
will
will
be
held
Monday
evening,
January
of Camden, N. J.
Redmile ......... forward. . . . . . . Miller ers; but the repudiation of an honest
treat 70 bu. Cost 50c. Fly spray guarant
eed active for 10 hours. Money refunded
Campoli .......... center............. Yeagle debt is something else again. Sooner Tree Might Be Useful
Brower Hopson, who was critically 16 at 7.45 o’clock.
The Girl’s Guild will meet on Tues P erk in s..........side center. Rasmussen or later somebody will take advant
in Fight A gainst Crow if not satisfied.
ill continues to improve.
COLLEGEYILLE. MILLS.
Markley ..........guard.......... Walters age of such a situation.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Fausnaugh and day evening at 8 o’clock.
Perhaps if authorities in towns
baby, who had been spending a week Evangelical Congregational Church Murrey ..........g u ard ............. Wftmer
where the starling has been declared
LOST—Beagle hound, nine months old,,
Having no taxable income, we ad a nuisance would plant a few trees of markings—brown
with Mrs. Fausnaugh’s brother and
head with black spot on
Preaching service in the Evangeli
Field goals—Horlacker, 10; Redmile,
vocate
the
income
tax
as
the
best
each side. Finder kindly return to Arthur
sister-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Milton cal Congregational Church, January 6; Stahl, Keyser, 2; Miller, 5. Foul
the species Pisonia Bruhoniana in-the Rasmussen,
Park
avenue, Collegeville.
Formerly to $15—
Kirkner of Lahaska, retuned to the 15, at 2.30 p. m.; Sunday School at goals—-Horlacker, 0 out-1; Redmile, 2 source of revenue for government ex areas frequented by these birds a part
1-12-lt
penditures.
And
let
th
at
be
a
lesson
home of Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Kirkner on 1.30 p .m .; C. E. Society a t 7.30 out of 4; Campoli, 1 out of 3; Stahl, 2
of their problem would be solved.
Sunday.
This tree is known to the natives of ANNUAL MEETING—The annual meet
o’clock. Everybody cordially invited. out of 3; Keyser, 7 out of ,9; Miller, 1 to you!
ing of the Perkiomen Valley Mutual Fire
Mr. and Mrs. Bertram Ashenfelter
New Zealand, its native home, as the Insurance
Formerly to $25—
out of 8. Substitution—(L. M .): CamCompany will be held Wednes
Whether
you
believe
in
old-age
spent Sunday in Philadelphia the
day, January 25, 1933, at the office of the
opli for Redmile, Russell for Campoli, pension or not you will have to agree ‘'bird-eating” tree.
company,
Collegeville,
Pa.
Thirteen
man
URSINUS
SPORTS
PROGRAM
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Harry MegoOrdinarily only small birds are Its agers, are to be elected and the annual re
Stahl for Horlacker, Ridgeway for th at it is pretty hard for the average
wen.
The Ursinus College wrestling to m Stahl; (Collegeville): Angell for Ras working man to sorape enough money victims, but recently a specimen in port of the company for 1932 will be sub
Form erly to $35—
The election w ill’be held between
Twenty-two men, of two shifts each, will tackle the Brooklyn Polytechnic mussen, Hall for Yeagle, Billett for
the garden of J. Wheeler at New Ply mitted.
the hours of 1 and 2 o’clock p. m. B.
together
to
pay
for
the
actual
neces
from the surrounding neighborhood grapplers a t home in the Ursinus Keyser. Referee—Mrs. Masson.
l-5-3t
sities of his family, let alone laying a mouth, N. 2., Is reported to have cap W. Dambly secretary.
started to grade the lawn of the new gym on Saturday afternoon at 2.30.
tured
a
morepark,
a
species
of
owl,
few cents by for a rainy day. A large
school in the upper end of the county The Bears opened the home wrestling
which is said to be the largest bird , - ESTATE NOTICE—Estate of Joanna W.
insurance, company has compiled sta ever trapped by one of these trees.,
Reiff, late of Collegeville, Montgomery
C. H. S. HONOR ROLL
on Tuesday.
card last Saturday evening by down
County, deceased. .
•
tistics
that
reveal
the
circumstances
Mr. and Mrs. William Kirkner spent ing the strong Temple University
N O W $2.96, $4,96, $7.96
Letters testamentary on the above Es
The Collegeville High School per
The “bird-eating” tree has seeds
Saturday afternoon and evening with team by the onesided score of 23-11, fect attendance record (term to date) the average American man is in.
tate
hdymg
been
granted
to
the
under
about
an
inch
long
that
grow
in
clus
signed, all persons, indebted to said Estate
Of 100 men of all ages—when they
their daughter and son-in-law, Mr. Out of the regulation eight bouts Ur and honor roll for the month of De
requested to make immediate payment,
die, three leave $10,000 or over; fif ters and are covered with a heavy are
and Mrs. Charles T u rn er, of Mont sinus won four falls and a time ad cember is as follows:
and those having legal claims, to present
teen leave from $2,000 to $10,000; 82 gum. When small birds fly into this the same without delay to I. NEWTON
Clare.
vantage, losing only one bout via a
Grad© 1: Perfect Attendance—Edith leave no income producing estate, with tree and their feathers con#, in con WANNER, Executor, Collegeville, Pa., or
A meeting of the Parents-Teachers fall and two time advantages. Quite
his Attorney, J. STROUD WEBER, 5 E
Hess,
Florence Keyser. Honor Rollthe result that of every 400 widows, tact with the seed pods they are quite Airy St., Norristown, Pa.
12-29-6t
Council was held on Tuesday evening a large number of local wrestling fans
likely
to
be
held
fast
Until
they
are
Edith
Hess,
Edward
Kramer,
Doris
only 18 are left in comfortable , cir
in the local school.
attended the match.
The feature Graber, Florence Keyser, Edward Me- cumstances; 47 are obliged to work overcome^ with exhaustion in their ef
Miss Virginia Rexrhode and sister bout of the evening was won by Paris,
EPORT OF THE CONDITION
and 35 must depend largely upon forts to escape. The tree ip Mr. R
and Miss Fay Neil called on the Hor Ursinus captain., He threw Osser, Coll, Marion Fort.
Wheeler’s
ghrden
is
said
to
,'haye
Of the Collegeville National Bank of
Grade 2: Perfect Attendance—Dawn charity.
ace Ashenfelter family on Sunday Temple’s Middle Atlantic States 135
trapped hundreds of small birds in Collegeville, in the State of Pennsylvania,
Chamar, Robert Poley, Paul Stoudt
afternoon.
at the close of business on Dec, 31, 1932.
pound champion, after a thrilling tus Honor Roll—Jacqueline Miller, Helen
this
way.
A. F. Dutton, an expert on birth
RESOURCES
sle.
Loans and discounts . . . . . ___ $ 258,418.01
M Pfleger, Adra Marie Quay, Paul statistics, says: “The child of a fath
COURT SENTENCES IMPOSED
Overdrafts ...............' . . . . . . . . . .
None
The Ursinus . College basketball Stoudt.
er 70 years old ,has 50 times better
FRENCH
U. S. Government securities
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owned
................................
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than
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whose
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secur
convicted of second degree murder in
Cause They Stood For
dred Keyser, Harold Poley, Robert is under 45. A father of 60 gives his
ities Qwned................... ........... 462,746.32
the fatal shooting of Edward O’Brien, will travel to Lebanon Valley on Sat Fort. Honor Roll—Dorothy Moyer, child a 10 times better chance than if
There are two kinds of great per Banking house. $48,000.00; Fur
niture and fixtures,$8,500.00
56,500.00
urday
night
and
then
come
back
for
a
was sentenced to serve from five to
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
sonalities, Some men and women by Reserve
Marguerite Brown, Jack Bechtel, the father is under 40.”
with Federal Reserve
twenty years in the Eastern Peniten home game with Muhlenberg on Mon Marie Brodt.
...................
37,502:19
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of{heir
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Statistics
prove
that
most
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Cash and due frombanks .....
45,481.23
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Outside
checks
and
other
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Montgomery County Court last week. the Valley Forge Military Academy
items ..........
34.51 redecorated and refurnished through
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Gehret.
fund
with
U.
S.
in
a
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McKinley fatally wounded O’Brien at
Treasurer and due from U.
out.
Grade 5: Perfect Attendance—Eve parently the first-born gets the birth Einstein in science, There is, how
Phone 125-R-3
the roadhouse of Pearl Flynn, in East evening. The Ursinus courtmen were
S. 1 Treasurer .....................
2,500.00
right, but the , last-born gets the ever, another road to powerful per
2,425.00
Norriton township, on the night of smothered under a 65-36 score by Al lyn Yeagle, Irene Ullman, Lepoy Buck- brains. Even physically, being the sonality open to all of uS. We can Other assets ...............................
bright a t Reading Ihst Saturday even waiter. Honor Roll—Luvenia Brooks
Total .........................................$1,020,212.58
Luncheons—-50 Cents
July 9, 1932.
Nelson Godshall, Mildred Mehl, Vir first child isn’t always what it is become interested in something great
ing.
__________
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Peter C. Barr, Cynwyd, acquitted of
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than
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We
can
identify
cracked
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to
be.
Sometimes
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Capital stock paid in ...............$ 100,000.00
ginia Poley, Irene Ullman, Evelyn
Dinners—75 Cents
the charge of involuntary manslaugh
........................................
75,000.00
young unexperienced parents do a lot ourselves with it, and stand for it. Surplus
Yeagle.
Undivided profits—net .............
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—
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“placed, was sentenced to pay them.
Circulating notes outstaliding
49,220.00
The Patriotic Order Sons of Amer
get things-down to a scientific basis. of men like Washington and Lincoln, Due
banks, including certi- ,
“What is the m atter with the church
Barr was charged with the slaying of ica of Montgomery County will hold Dorothy Francis, Laura Keyser, Mary
or women like Florence Nightingale, 7 fledtoand
or Steak Dinner—$1.00
cashiers’ checks out- .
. Isaac W. Miller a Valley Forge mo an Essay Contest among the pupils E. McDonald, Minnie Potts, Evelyn
standing
2,725.50
The married man who goes outside Dorothea Dix and Jane Addams, the
people,
anyway?” demanded the dis
Ullman, Arline Walt, Ralph Zeigler,
Demand deposits ......................
271,487.74
tor policeman.
couraged deacon. “I don’t know,”
of the Senior and Junior High Schools Honor Roll—Arline Walt, Mary E, of his own home to find a comforter more one feels that so far as indi Time
deposits ........................... 497,237.00
Charles Alexander Hatfield, son of of , Montgomery County and will
Banquets
Weddings sighed the pastor, “but I am sure it
None Parties
often finds th at he has acquired a dis vidual brilliance is concerned they Bills payable and rediscounts
163,24
might conceivably have been' lost in Other liabilities ..............
a Chestnut Hill physician, was sen award $57.50 in "prizes among the McDonald, John Maykut, Laura Key turber.—Milwaukee Journal.
isn’t insomnia.”—Cincinnati Enquirer.
the crowd. What most of all gives
tenced to three months in the county first fourteen pupils writing the best ser, Dorothy Francis, Margaret DietTotal .................. .................... $1,020,212.58
Reducing The School Tax
them distinction is that they found
jail by Judge Williams. Hatfield had Essay on the subject of “Washing terioh.
State of Pennsylvania, County of Mont
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ss.
something in their generation worth gomery,
been acquitted of the charge of kill ton.”
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cuts
in
school
administra
________ ,
I, W. D, Renninger, Cashier of the above
Allebach, Elwood Angell, Jean Anne
while
standing
for,
identified
them
ing Daniel Kelly, Rebel Hill, Upper
named
bank,
do solemnly swear that the
Fretz, Helen Gottshalk, Edward May tion are being advocated as a measure selves with a cause greater than them above statement is true to the best of my
Merion, near West Conshohocken, but
to
lighten
the
tax
burden.
Economies
knowledge and belief.
DR. BOND TO SPEAK
kut, Grace Yeagle. Honor Roll—-Betty
entered a plea of guilty to driving
W. D. RENNINGER, Cashier.
are in order; but anything that will selves, and became so representative'
The public is invited to attend the Allebach, Ruth Francis, Helen Gott lessen or retard the knowledge our of it that when you think of it you
while intoxicated.
Subscribed and sworn to before m e this
A. D., 1933.
think of them.—Harry Emerson Fos- Fourth day of January,
Lawrence Griffith, West Philadel regular meeting of the Council for shalk.
F. W. -SCHEUREN,
Grade 8: Perfect Attendance—E r children are now assimilating, or will dick In Physical Culture Magazine.
T ry Cocil-Clo ............................................................. 50c
phia, who operated a car which ran Social Welfare of Montgomery county,
Notary Public.assimilate,
is
false
economy.
The
fu
My commission expires March 6, 1935.
into another car on the Sumneytown which will be held in the auditorium nest Schultz, Blanche Schultz, Grace ture of our country depends upon the
For That Stubborn Cough
Correct—Attest:
pike, near Harleysville, and was con of the Young Women's Christian As Pundt, Richard Landes, Charles Fort, proper training and education of our
HOWARD C. SHALLCROSS,
P a in ts L ong in U se
T ry A. D. S. Antiseptic M outhwash ..................... 49c
FRANCIS MILLER,
victed of the slaying of George Hea sociation, Norristown, on Monday, William Fenstermacher. Honor Roll children. A pubjjc school education
M. B. SCHRACK,
■Blanche Schultz.
Who
first
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and
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is
As a Guard -Against Throat and Nasal Affections
ton, of Fox Chase, an occupant of the January 16, at 2.30 p. m.
Directors
is not a luxury, it is a necessity. I t is
Grade 9: Perfect A ttendance-Char the best and quickest way of obtain-, unknown, since paint has been em
The speaker will be Dr. Earl D.
other car, was sentenced by Judge
T ry Our Cold Remedy T a b le ts .............. .............. 25c
Knight to pay the costs, a fine of $100 Bond,, Physician in Chief, Pennsyl les Angell, Agnes Donahue, Cyrill ing knowledge—and knowledge is ployed’ from a vefy early period. IN THE COURT OF COMMON PLEAS
24-Hour Cold Breaker
and to serve one year in the county vania Hospital, Department for Men Donahue, Edward Fretz, Earl Gard priceless. Let us therefore wield the White lead was mentioned by Theo
OF MONTGOMERY COUSTTY, PENN
ner, Hiram Hedrick, Thelma Johnson, pruning knife on our public school phrastus, Pliny and Vitruvius, who de
tal and Nervous Diseases.
jail.
SYL VANIA.
Kathryn McHarg, Verna Miller, Naomi jsystem with calm and discerning scribed its manufacture from lead and t o JOHN I. DETTRA, his heirs and all
John M. Fischer, Lansdale, man
other parties in. interest. ,
vinegar. Yellow ochre was used by
Nyce, William Osborne, Howard Rish judgement.
HUGE COSMETIC BILL
slaughter by automobile, sentenced by
Notice is hereby given that on Novem
the
ancient
Egyptians,
Greeks
and
Ro
er,
Edgar
Schatz,
Howard
Shaffer,
Judge Knight to pay the costs, a fine
F irst and most important, is it not
ber 9th, 1932, Max Rupee and Gertrude
A recent nation-wide survey show Felix Wagner, Harold Zollers. Honor
mans.
Pots
of
it
were
found
in
Pom
Rupee, his wife, presented their petition
CHAS. H. FRY , Proprietor
of $100 and to serve from one year ed that the average American woman
true th at it is the teacher and not the
said Court, stating that they are the
and two months to two years and four spends one hour a day or 365 hours a Roll—Agnes Donahue, Naomi Nyce, text book, the system, or the build peii. Naples yellow has been found in in
owners of land situate in the Township of
321
Main Street, Collegeville, Pa.
' months in the county jail.
Fischer year in front of the mirror and ex Janet Schommer, Velma Sommers, Al ing, which instills knowledge into the the yellow enamel of Babylonian Lower Providence, in said County, fully
described
in
said
petition,
which
is
sub
Telephone
117 for immediate delivery.
bricks.
Verdigris
was
familiar
to
the
bert
Zvarick.
had pleaded guilty to being the driver pends an average of $25 each year for
brain of the student? Your own ex
to the lien of a mortgage dated Nov
Romans. Indigo has been employed ject
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of an automobile which overturned on cosmetics,
ember
14,.
1853,
for
"Three
Hundred
perience
will
collaborate
that.
There
treatments and other
($300), given by Gilbert. Smith,
September 17 on the pike near Sal- beauty aids. The figure embraces all nice Hedrick, Joseph Hoffman, Emily fore will it not be false economy to cut by the East Indians and Egyptians Dollars
former owner of said premises,j to John
fordville and crushed Adolph Kramer, women 15 years old and over. Amer Pfleger, James Undercoffler, Owen a good teacher’s salary with the pos from an ancient time.
Dettra, recorded a t . Norristown in Mort
gage Book No. 35, p. 78: that said mort
of Orvilla, to death.
ican women annually consume 100,- Seibert, Donald Thornton, Donald sibility of losing the services of this
gage has never been satisfied o f . record
The four children of Edward Blake 000,000 pounds of cold cream, 50,000,- Yeagle. Honor Roll—Evelyn Bechtel, teacher and bringing inferior calibre
and that the presumption of the payment
D w a rf C am el Fossils
thereof has arisen.
and wife, of near North Wales, who 000 pounds of fancy face creams, 52,- Evelyn Cornish, Sara Fort, Bernice into the profession as a replacement ?
WHEREUPON, the said Court directed
There
used
to
be
camels
in
America,
were abandoned by their parents on 000,000 pounds of skin lotions, 18,000,- Hedrick, Caroline Hillier, Helen House, Would it not be wiser to cut expenses
that notice be given and notice is hereby
December 23 were brought before 000 pounds of toilet soap, 12,000,000 Eleanor Hultz, Lillian Schonberger, at the “system” end of our public but they were little fellows—dwarfs. given to the*above named parties and all
interested, to appear in said Court
Judge Knight. Three of the children pounds of bath salts, 8,000,000 pounds Lillian Slotterer.
schools? The inferior teacher should Dr. Charles W. Gilmore, Smithsonian others
a session-thereof to be held Monday,
Grade 11: Perfect Attendance—Eve not merely be cut in salary—he or she paleontologist, dug up the bones of at
were placed in the care of the Chil of face powder, and 4,000,000 pounds
the 6th day of February, 1933, at 10.00
dren’s Aid Society and the other is in of rouge and lipstick. The total bill lyn Hedrick, Mary Boyle, Grace Dam- should be put out of the profession al scores of strange animals in the foot o’clock A. M., arid claim payment thereof
JEWELER — CURREN ARCADE, NORRISTOWN
hills’ of the Rocky mountains, some of and to show cause why the same should
Montgomery Hospital where she will of the American woman for cosmetics bly, Kathryn Osborne, Lyndale together.
not be satisfied of record and all actions
which
are
supposed
to
have
roamed
Schultz. Honor Roll—Alice Allebach,
undergo a tonsil operation. The father alone is approximately $375,000,000.
thereon barred.
Why not cut the costs of school ad
HASELTINE S. LEVER, Sheriff.
Mary Billett, Marjorie Bros2, Pearl ministration at Harrisburg, instead of that part of the country, even as far Sheriff’s
has not been located.
Office, Norristown, Pa.
Hunsicker, Betty Miller, Dorothy locally? School taxes could be low back as 60,000,000 years ago. Among December 15th, 1932.
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these
were
skeletons
of
saber-toothed
Alphonso
Santangelo, Attorney.
12-22Pope, Evelyn Sacks, Jean Wright, ered considerably by doing this. A
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Rhoades,
Paul
Farming, a farm speaker warned a - The perfect attendance record of ine Walters, Edna Yeagle, Marian drastic reduction through practical the camels were only two and a half '■■I
m i
revamping of what has been put over to three feet tall.—Pathfinder.
group at the Farm Bureau’s annual the Henry K. Boyer school, for the Zeigler.
JEW ELS
at greatly mounting costs in a period
meeting, is no business for the man month of December, as released by
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The appearance of many
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A
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ALBERT W. PEPPEL
ably learn to their sorrow and finan Kenny, Margaret Peters; second Pearlstine, Muriel Schonck, Emyle their way and the taxpayers have been worn by St. Peter and still worn
a beautiful stone can be
paid the bill—^a crushing load of mil by the pope on high ceremonial occa
grade, Charles Heil, Theodore Hoch,
cial loss.
Thomas, John Ward, Dorothy Witmer. lions. All sorts of demands have been
(Opposite. Ursinus College)
Junior
Snovel,
George
Spangler,
John
The advice, however, is particularly
sions is known as the Fisherman’s
made upon the school districts. And ring. “The Fisherman” is the title of
greatly j improved . by new
of interest in these days when so Young, Bernard Hubin, Elaine HunThe report of the superintendent, each time they have been complied
many people are likely to, or have, sicker, Joanne Longacre, Jean Silkthe pope, says the New Catholic dic
succumbed to the lure of the land with natter, Edith Jones; third grade, Ber Miss Wanger, revealed the fact that with the tax burden has been increas
tionary, “because most of the apostles
and attractive mountings.
the idea th at all they have to do is to nice Junker, Lucille Sanderson, Jean 76 per cent of the December month’s ed.
were fishermen. Our Lord said he
Restore to the individual school would make them fishers of men
buy a farm and work it to make a Snovel, Jessica Venema, William Jen work at the Homeopathicr Hospital in
kins, Francis Shaffer, Donald Kava- Pottstown cam© under the head of districts some of the power that has (Luke 5); this term designates -espe
good and independent living.
been taken away from- them' and con cially their chief, Peter, and his suces1
It is no more possible in farming naugh; fourth grade, James Burness, charity. _________
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centrated in Harrisburg. The State sors. The papal ring seal is that of
than it is in any other highly special William Hunsberger, Francis Mag
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dising.
I t is never too soon nor never too ■ Phone—Collegeville 303 or
In the past ten years scores of men Esther Martin, Marianna Mueller, ered that they were shy some smoke house without consulting the State
Department, conforming to their plans late to press home on ourselves ques
who knew nothing about farming Frances Venema, Betty Silknetter, for the big fire scene.
Phoenixville 3786
They consulted the: National Guard and getting their o. k.—and the tax tions like the following: What spirit
have been induced to buy farms— Alice Peterson, Elizabeth Young, John
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payers
have
to
foot
the
bill.
Dyson,
Paul
Heil,
Charles
House,
Har
and
got
some
real
militia
smoke
many of them of no value—and have
dwells in my heart? What good have
Here is another thought. Has not I been doing? What works of love
been deeply resentful of thedr failure old Schambough, Thomas Heinemann; bombs.
When the fire scene arrived on the the office of the county superintendent have 1 done? What deeds of charity
to make good. They started with sixth grade, Elsie Risher, Helen Zim
Philadelphia Market Report
sterile land and with a lack of funds merman, Robert Risher, William Jun opening night, things really began to of schools, become outmoded with the have I performed? What fruits of the
* - This will advise th at the Orchard Gallstone man has
and little knowledge of how to raise ker, Norman Snovel; seventh grade, happen. Clouds of smoke belched over passing of the years and the centrali spirit, what evidence of love, have I Eggs
28cto 37c; candled up to 41c
been called to the far W est on a business proposition in
crops or run dairies—and failed mis Francis Heinz, Richard House, Harry evening gowns and_ spotless White zation of power in the State Depart
to show? We must answer these Live p o u ltry ......................... 13o to 18c
erably as might have been expected. Martin, Robert Venema, Myron Mus- shirt-fronts; fumes filled the noses and ment at Harrisburg? We are asking questions some day. Why not press Dressed poultry 13c to 19c; Broil. 23c
reference'to Orchard, and until his return East, will cur
ehell, Mary Hutt, Ruth Risher, Edna eyes of a choking audience. The cur you—-could this office with its half them now on our hearts and reflect Hogs .......... .................. $3.50 to $3.75
—From Doylestown Intelligencer.
Moyer, Irvin Zimmerman; eighth tain was rung down and the guests dozen assistants be abolished?
tail medical information in reference to health.
upon them? . —Exchange.
Calves
............... $7.00 io $7.50
The existence of the various State
“Are you marrying a sensible girl?” grate, Betty Bodey, Dorothy Cleaver, departed.
F at cows ....................... $2.75 to $3.50
For Orchard, call at the
The National Guard had failed to Teachers’ ■Colleges is another thing
asked, his uncle. “Of course, I am. Kathryn Smith, Helen McElhone,
54c to 58c
“Are you sure this liquor is perfect W h e a t...............
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Heinz,
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Mueller,
Mer
explain
that the bombs used were hard to explain in this era of surplus ly harmless ? ” asked the convivial Com ...........................
Isn’t she showing she is by marrying
41c to 42c
W IN K L E R DRUG STO RE, Collegeville, Pa.
m e?” demanded his egotistical nep rill Swartley, Richard Taylor, Robert enough to lay a smoke screen on a, teachers. The State does not train friend. “No,” answered Uncle Bill Oats ....................................... 27c to 29c
preachers, doctors, carpenters or ma
Venema, William McKinney.
small army over a 46-acre field.
hew.—Cincinnati Enquirer.
H
a
y
...........................$14.50
to
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* * * *
JACOB K. N ICE, Norristown, Pa.
chinists a t the taxpayers expense, Bottletop. “I’ve been studyin’ licker Bran
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........... $16.00 to $16.75
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Jud Tunkins says he can’t take a
ven1 is my witness!” “I am sorry,”
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returned the Judge, “but your witness man seriously who professes to be a have demanded that the number of nish tuition free to young men and perfectly harmless.” — Washington
A
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women
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be
school
teach
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summertime.—Washington Star.
Five years.”—Boston Transcript,
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SALE

Collegeville National Bank

NOW ON

MEN’S SUITS AND O’COATS

$9.66
$16.66
$19.66

Boys’ Suits and O’Coats

Freeland House

Dry C lean in g

75c

Collegeville
Cleaners and Dyers

A Few Seasonable Suggestions

COLLEGE PHARMACY

G. H. CLEMMER

| FLOSIST
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